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ABSTRACT: With increasing environmental and ecological concerns due to the use of
petroleum-based chemicals and products, the synthesis of fine chemicals and functional
materials from natural resources is of great public value. Nanocellulose may prove to be
one of the most promising green materials of modern times due to its intrinsic properties,
renewability, and abundance. In this review, we present nanocellulose-based materials from
sourcing, synthesis, and surface modification of nanocellulose, to materials formation and
applications. Nanocellulose can be sourced from biomass, plants, or bacteria, relying on
fairly simple, scalable, and efficient isolation techniques. Mechanical, chemical, and
enzymatic treatments, or a combination of these, can be used to extract nanocellulose from natural sources. The properties of
nanocellulose are dependent on the source, the isolation technique, and potential subsequent surface transformations.
Nanocellulose surface modification techniques are typically used to introduce either charged or hydrophobic moieties, and
include amidation, esterification, etherification, silylation, polymerization, urethanization, sulfonation, and phosphorylation.
Nanocellulose has excellent strength, high Young’s modulus, biocompatibility, and tunable self-assembly, thixotropic, and
photonic properties, which are essential for the applications of this material. Nanocellulose participates in the fabrication of a
large range of nanomaterials and nanocomposites, including those based on polymers, metals, metal oxides, and carbon. In
particular, nanocellulose complements organic-based materials, where it imparts its mechanical properties to the composite.
Nanocellulose is a promising material whenever material strength, flexibility, and/or specific nanostructuration are required.
Applications include functional paper, optoelectronics, and antibacterial coatings, packaging, mechanically reinforced polymer
composites, tissue scaffolds, drug delivery, biosensors, energy storage, catalysis, environmental remediation, and
electrochemically controlled separation. Phosphorylated nanocellulose is a particularly interesting material, spanning a
surprising set of applications in various dimensions including bone scaffolds, adsorbents, and flame retardants and as a support
for the heterogenization of homogeneous catalysts.
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A B S T R A C T

The requirement of promoting a revolution in filtration technology has led to growing devotion in advanced
functional materials such as electrospun membranes for filtering devices as a solution for providing water at
lower energy costs. In this study, electrospun polyvinylidene fluoride membranes were fabricated by reinforcing
0.5 and 1wt. % of chitin nanowhiskers in order to improve their thermal stability, mechanical properties, pure
water flux and oil-water filtration performance for the possible application as filtration membranes.
Morphological analysis revealed the porous and fibrous structure of membranes which confirmed by BET surface
area analysis. Incorporation of chitin nanowhiskers improved the mechanical properties of the membranes such
as elongation at break and tensile strength (specifically at 1 wt. % of chitin nanowhisker) while resulted in
substantial enhancement of their thermal properties. Furthermore, polyvinylidene fluoride/chitin nanowhisker
membranes showed enhanced oil-water separation ability, while reinforcement of chitin nanowhisker led to
increase pure water flux rate, which measured as a crucial point in filtration membranes. The oil-water se-
paration results compared with a commercial polyvinylidene fluoride membrane and the results signified the
potential of electrospun polyvinylidene fluoride/chitin nanowhisker to be used for filtration application.

1. Introduction

Water is one of the most vital component in the world and it is being
polluted to a critical limit. The increase in water pollution has sig-
nificant impact on environment and the shortage of drinking water calls
for the development of high performance water purification techniques.
Due to their adverse effects on human health and environment, the
removal of numerous pollutants like dyes, pesticides, heavy metals,
herbicides, oils, and other agriculture wastes from waste water is be-
coming a critical problem to mankind (Huang et al., 2011). Water
contamination by oil spills, especially in the areas that have industrial
and urban development, is a major problem which is leading to damage
aquatic and marine ecosystems (Lee et al., 2013). Conventional
methods employed for oil-water separation like coagulation-floccula-
tion, centrifugation, gravity separation, and skimming exhibit major
drawback such as low separation efficiency, high processing costs and
use of secondary pollutants (Lee and Baik, 2010). Therefore, new al-
ternative adsorbent materials such as zeolites (Radetić et al., 2003),
organoclays (Adebajo et al., 2003), activated carbon, gelators from

sugar or straw (Choi and Cloud, 1992), carbon nanotubes sponges (Lee
et al., 2011), wool fibers (Annunciado et al., 2005), hair (Bayat et al.,
2005), and others (Nadargi et al., 2009) are investigated as potential
candidates for oil-water separation.

A variety of research articles, dealing with alternative approaches
for oil-water filtration were published recently. Makaremi et al. fabri-
cated polyacrylonitrile electrospun nanofibrous membranes reinforced
with halloysite nanotubes for oil-water separation and heavy metal
adsorption, concluded that, membrane activity increased by increasing
the percentage of nanoparticles (Makaremi et al., 2015). Chaudhary
et al. developed porous aerogel based on chitosan using bio-originated
genipin as crosslinking agent and utilized for oil-water emulsion se-
parator (Chaudhary et al., 2015). Cheng et al. fabricated cellulose na-
nocrystals based superhyrophilic membrane having contact angle of
31.6° and claimed that fabricated membranes were novel materials for
oil-water separator reported for the first time (Cheng et al., 2017). A
superhydrophilic and underwater superoleophilic polyvinylidene
fluoride membrane based on chitosan-silica nanoparticle was reported
by Liu. et al. (Liu et al., 2016). Surface modification using
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ABSTRACT: Next-generation tissue engineering exploits the
body’s own regenerative capacity by providing an optimal
niche via a scaffold for the migration and subsequent
proliferation of endogenous cells to the site of injury,
enhancing regeneration and healing and bypassing laborious
in vitro cell-culturing procedures. Such systems are also
required to have a sufficient angiogenic capacity for the
subsequent patency of implanted scaffolds. The exploitation of
redox properties of nanodimensional ceria (nCeO2) in in situ
tissue engineering to promote cell adhesion and angiogenesis
is poorly investigated. As a novel strategy, electrospun
polycaprolactone based tissue-engineering scaffolds loaded
with nCeO2 were developed and evaluated for morphological
and physicomechanical features. In addition, in vitro and in vivo studies were performed to show the ability of nCeO2-
containing scaffolds to enhance cell adhesion and angiogenesis. These studies confirmed that nCeO2-containing scaffolds
supported cell adhesion and angiogenesis better than bare scaffolds. Gene-expression studies had shown that angiogenesis-
related factors such as HIF1α and VEGF were up-regulated. Overall results show that incorporation of nCeO2 plays a key role
in scaffolds for the enhancement of angiogenesis, cell adhesion, and cell proliferation and can produce a successful outcome in
in situ tissue engineering.

KEYWORDS: nanoceria, in situ tissue engineering, angiogenesis, polycaprolactone

■ INTRODUCTION

The field of tissue engineering has produced many achieve-
ments in producing novel tools and translating various
biomaterial approaches toward the development of functional
tissue-engineered products. Although the conventional tissue-
engineering approaches, which are based on the use of
autologous cells and preseeded scaffolds for implantation at the
injury, have been well-established, they are time-consuming
and laborious.1 The commercialization of such products are
limited due to the difficulty with transport and storage that
make them less convenient and clinically less viable. To bypass
the bottlenecks of cell-based tissue engineering, a new concept
referred to as in situ tissue engineering that utilizes the body’s
own regenerating capacity was proposed.2 This method
exploits target-specific tissue engineering scaffolds that can

effectively control the microenvironment at the implantation
site and attract, mobilize, and facilitate the proliferation of host
stem and progenitor cells to the desired tissues.3

Rapid development of an adequate vasculature is a major
prerequisite for the survival of the engineered construct after
their implantation and during long-term function. In conven-
tional tissue engineering, pre-vascularization has been recog-
nized as a promising approach focusing on the generation of a
preformed microvasculature in tissue-engineered constructs
prior to their application.4 However, this approach is not
feasible in in situ tissue engineering. Although the incorpo-
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Tailoring of nanostructured material as an
electrochemical sensor and sorbent for
toxic Cd(II) ions from various real samples
Archana Aravind and Beena Mathew*

Abstract

The aim of the present study is the fabrication of electrochemical sensor and sorbent for toxic Cd(II) ion using ion-
imprinting technique on vinyl-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotube. Multiwalled carbon nanotube-based
ion-imprinted polymer (MWCNT-IIP) were synthesized using meth acrylic acid as the functional monomer, N,N′
methylene-bis-acrylamide as the cross linking agent, and potassium peroxo disulphate as an initiator. The template
and porogen used were cadmium chloride and water. To know the importance of MWCNT, ion-imprinted polymer
without MWCNT was also prepared. For the purpose of comparison, non-imprinted polymers were also synthesized.
The synthesized products were analyzed by FT-IR, XRD, TEM, EDAX, and TGA. An electrochemical sensor was made
up by modifying platinum electrode with MWCNT-IIP. Experimental factors that control the routine of the sensor
were investigated and optimized. Under optimal conditions, a calibration curve was obtained with a detection limit
of 0.03 μM by using differential pulse voltammetric technique. Selectivity studies show irrelevant significance with
Zn (II), Cu (II), and Ni (II) ions. The feasibility of modified platinum electrode shows a prospective application in real
water sample collected from a lake, pigments, cosmetics, and fertilizers. The synthesized nanostructured material is
also used for the extraction of Cd(II) ion from real water samples. The maximum adsorption of Cd(II) by various
imprinted and non-imprinted sorbents was calculated, and it was found that maximum adsorption takes place at
pH 6. The kinetic studies show that the adsorption of Cd(II) increases with time and reaches equilibrium at 70 min
and the kinetic data follow pseudo-second-order kinetics. The adsorption data fitted to the Langmuir adsorption
model which confirms the monolayer formation of an IIP layer on MWCNT surface. The selectivity co-efficient of the
imprinted sorbent shows high selectivity and specificity towards Cd(II) ion than other metal ions.

Keywords: Cadmium (II), Molecular imprinting, MWCNT, MWCNT-IIP, Cyclic voltammetry

Highlights

� A new method for Cd(II) ion sensing with the
advantage of ion-imprinted and electrochemical
sensor.

� The sensor displays lower detection limit compared
with the existed methods.

� MWCNT-IIP sensor displays good selectivity
towards Cd(II) ion over other metal ions.

� Sensor with high sensitivity can be used for sensing
and extraction of Cd(II) ion in real samples.

Introduction
Metal pollution in the environment is generally due to the
industrial development (Das et al. 2016). Heavy metal ions
such as cadmium, lead, chromium, and arsenic are highly
toxic to the human health (Das et al. 1997). Cadmium
grades ninth among the toxic substance by US disease and
poison registry. Cadmium is a dispensable heavy metal
which inhibits the enzyme, and it has been considered as
the most hazardous pollutant due to its solubility and tox-
icity in the surroundings. Cd(II) is classified as a type I
carcinogen. Exposure to cadmium leads to a variety of un-
desirable effects such as cancer, growth in the liver and
kidney, and softening of bones (Waalkes 2003; Parames-
waran and Mathew 2014). There are lots of methods
which reported the detection of cadmium ions such as
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Electrochemical sensor based on
nanostructured ion imprinted polymer for the
sensing and extraction of Cr(III) ions from
industrial wastewater
Archana Aravind and BeenaMathew*

ABSTRACT

In the present study we prepared a novel ion imprinted polymer as a sensitive electrochemical sensor for the determination
of Cr(III) ion. The Cr(III) ion imprinted polymer was fabricated on a platinum electrode. Due to the presence of a nanolayer on
the ion imprinted polymer with specific binding sites, the sensor reacted quickly to Cr(III) ion and can be used for selective
extraction of Cr(III) ion. The Cr(III) ion imprinted polymer was prepared by using methacrylic acid as the functional monomer,
N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide as the crosslinking agent, potassium peroxodisulfate as initiator and Cr(III) ion as the template
molecule. Non-imprinted polymers were also prepared for comparative studies. The synthesized polymer was characterized
using Fourier transform IR spectroscopy, TEM, Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and XRD. The limit of detection of the
platinum–mutiwalled carbon nanotube ion imprinted polymer sensor was found to be 0.051𝛍mol L–1 using differential pulse
voltammetry. Moreover, the proposed method was effectively used for the sensing and extraction of Cr(III) ion in real samples
collected from themetal plating industry.
© 2018 Society of Chemical Industry

Keywords: ion imprinted polymer (IIP); MWCNT; cyclic voltammetry; differential pulse voltammetry

INTRODUCTION
Heavy metals can gather and be preserved in the environment
which makes them a hazardous health issue for human beings.
Among various toxic heavy metals, chromium is one such heavy
metal which enters the body and can cause various diseases
such as cancer, chronic ulcers, autoimmune disease and even
death.1 The permissible limit of chromium in drinking water is
50–200 μg dL−1.2 The main sources of chromium discharges into
the environment causing ecological problems are electroplating,
textile production, paint pigments, metal plating, wood industries
and so on.3 Thus it is necessary to design an appropriate way to
sense chromium ions in environmental samples before they enter
into our body.
In earlier periods many methods were reported for the trace

determination of chromium ions, e.g. HPLC,4 inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometer,5 solid phase extraction,6 electrother-
mal atomic absorption spectrometry7 etc. Even though these
methods have achieved much attention for the determination of
chromium ions, they have some drawbacks such as expense, sam-
ple pre-treatment, time and high sample consumption etc. Thus
there is a significant need to overcome these disadvantages and
make a selective and inexpensive tool for the determination of
chromium ions in the environment.
Recently ion imprinted polymers (IIPs), a branch of molecular

imprinting technology, have attracted great attention in many
fields such as sensors, drug delivery and so on. However, IIPs
have a few disadvantages such as a small binding capacity, slow
mass transfer, low recognition sites etc.8 The disadvantages of

these polymers are overcome by adapting nanofabrication on
IIPs. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were used in this
study since they have a high surface area and good electrical,
chemical and mechanical stability. MWCNTs9 have also been used
for electrochemical sensingas the supportingmaterials for IIPs due
to their ability to ease electron transfer which has been accredited
to the ends of the carbon nanotubes behaving similarly to edge
plane graphite.10,11

The main objective of the present work was to prepare an elec-
trochemical sensor with Cr(III) ion imprintedMWCNT-IIP with high
adsorption rate, selectivity and sensitivity. Cr(III) ion imprinted
MWCNT-IIPwas createdusing vinyl group functionalizedMWCNTs;
methacrylic acid (MAA), N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide (NNMBA)
and chromium chloride were used as the monomer, crosslinking
agent and template. The electrochemical behaviour and selectiv-
ity studies were carried out using cyclic voltammetry. The limit
of detection of the modified electrode was determined using
differential pulse voltammetry. The developed sensor was effec-
tively used for the sensing of Cr(III) ion from environmental sam-
ples. After the sensing of Cr(III) ion from the collected samples,
MWCNT-IIP was used for the extraction of Cr(III) ion from the sam-
ple itself.
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University, Kottayam, Kerala 686560, India. E-mail: beenamscs@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION

Inflammation, a localized rejoinder towards cellular wound, is manifested by redness, heat, pain, capillary
dilatation, and leukocyte infiltration, and is also obliged as a mechanics initiating the obliteration of pestiferous
agents and impaired tissue (Nagarkar and Jagtap, 2017; Ryan and Majno, 1977). Inflammation ranges from
acute to chronic inflammation which may evolve to cancer, allergies, asthma, and diabetes (Lawrence and Gilroy,
2006; Straub and Schradin, 2016).

Inflammation advances mainly through the arachidonic acid pathway which is conciliated via the enzyme-
mediated action of cyclooxygenase-I (COX-I) or prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase (Ricciotti and FitzGerald,
2011; Samuelsson, 1991). Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) is the
paramount transcriptional factor in the synchronization of pro-inflammatory genes, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6),
nitric oxide, inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), and COX-2 (Dlaska and Weiss, 1999; Hwang et al., 2016). Its
activation is widely stigmatized in inflammatory diseases and considerable scrutiny on the advancement of anti-
inflammatory drugs targeting NF-κB was reported (Yin et al., 1998). Although several chemical classes of NF-κB
inhibitors have been recognized, it is only for a few of those that a safety analysis based on a comprehensive
interpretation of their pharmacologic mechanism of action has been recorded (Gupta et al., 2010; Mora et al.,
2012). The evolution of tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) inhibitors has, moreover, been one of the most
vigorous fields of therapeutics more than a decade for the management of inflammatory diseases (Baugh and
Bucala, 2001; Jackson, 2007).

Inflammatory response preceding tissue injury is quite cardinal in playing a key role both in normal and
pathological healing which includes the activation of the innate immune system, enrollment of inflammatory cells
to the site of injury etc. (Koh and DiPietro, 2011; Kokkas, 2010). The wound-healing progression involves four
vastly incorporated along with super-imposing phases, such as hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and
tissue remodeling or resolution (Broughton et al., 2006; Pugin, 2012). Delayed acute plus chronic injuries
immigrate a pathologic inflammation due to partial or uncoordinated healing process (Koh and DiPietro, 2011).
Characteristic of both chronic wounds and acute wounds that fail to heal is enormous leukocytosis and abridged
matrix deposition (Ashcroft et al., 2003). The factors that impact repair can be assorted into local and systemic
(Guo and DiPietro, 2010).

Caffeine, a phytochemical found in coffee plants is recognized to have biological characteristics, such as anti-
oxidant, anti-aging, and anti-obesity effects (DaSilva et al., 2017). The well-acknowledged starting place of
caffeine is the Coffea Arabica plant seed (Patay et al., 2017). This white crystalline Xanthine alkaloid analeptic
drug is observed in the seeds, coffee plant, and the leaves of the tea bush (Ashihara et al., 2017; Hwang et al.,
2016). It was revealed to have less IL-6, TNF-α (Horrigan et al., 2006; Popko et al., 2010), cell death, and
inflammation, such as COX-2 in caffeine-infused rats than in those who had the placebo (Li et al., 2011). In the
last two decennaries, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) have acquired increased attention for medical
applications because of their humongous biocompatibility, biodegradability, storage stability, controllable
diameter, maximum drug loading efficiency, and large amendable surface potential (Brezániová et al., 2018). To
this regard, caffeine-loaded silica nanoparticles (CSNP) authenticate higher penetration rate when juxtaposed
with caffeine.
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 Abstract  
 
Urbanization is the process by which towns and cities are formed and become larger as more and more people begin living and 
working in central areas. According to 2001 census, the urban population of the country was 286.11 million, living in 5161 
towns, which constitutes 27.81% of the total country’s population. However, the same as per 2011 census has risen to 377.16 
million viz. 32.16% of the total country’s population and the number of towns has gone up to 7935. The rate of urban growth in 
the country is very high as compared to developed countries, and the large cities are becoming larger mostly due to continuous 
migration of population to these cities. India’s current urban population exceeds the whole population of the United States, the 
world’s third largest country. By 2050, over half of India’s population is expected to be urban dwellers. This creates enormous 
pressure on existing urban infrastructure.  
Urbanization trend in the State of Kerala shows marked peculiarities. The main reason for urban population growth is the 
increase in the number of urban areas and urbanization of the peripheral areas of the existing major urban centers. However, 
unlike the other parts of the country the Urbanization in Kerala is not limited to the designated cities and towns. The difference 
between rural and urban agglomerations is very negligible as far as Kerala is concerned. The Kerala society by and large can be 
termed as urbanized. Kerala has been witnessing rapid urbanization since 1980.  
The present study, is an attempt to analyses the extent of land use/ land cover changes in the Municipality over the years from 
2012 to 2017 and land surface variation over the years from 2000 to 2017.The land use/ land cover pattern of 2012 to 2017 was 
extracted from High resolution images of the study area were downloaded from Google Earth API and the Land Surface 
Temperature changes were analyzed from the thermal bands of the Landsat Imageries. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

      1.1 The present study area  

Karunagappally is a city in Kollam district of the Indian 
State of Kerala. The place has beautiful backwaters, which 
connects it to Kollam and Alappuzha. Padanayarkulangara, 
which forms part of the town, was once the military station 
of the Kayamkulam Rajas. An idol of Buddha, recovered 
from a local tank here, has raised speculations that 
Karunagappally was once a center of Buddhist teachings. 
The city is well connected by rail and road with other cities 
in the region. It has a thriving economy and boasts of well-
developed commercial establishments and public 
infrastructure. Karunagappally is well known for its coir, 
fishing and tourism industries. It is an important township 
located on the backwaters of Kerala. The climate is tropical 
wet, with heavy rain in the monsoon season (May – August 
and October – November). * 
The geographical coordinates for Karunagappally extent 
from 9°3′11" to N latitudes and 76°32′4" to E longitudes 
(Figure 1). Karunagappally taluk covers an area of 66.34 
km². The taluk is bound on the north by Kayamkulam, east 
by Kunnathur taluk, south by Kollam and on the west by 
the Arabian Sea. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author 

 

Figure 1 Study area 

1.2 Studies on land use land cover changes 

Land cover (LC) is defined as the features that are present 
on the earth’s surface. Land use refers to the human 
induced changes for agricultural, industrial, residential or 
recreational purposes (Ramachandra and Bharath, 2012). 
Land cover changes refer to conversion and modification of 
vegetation, changes in biodiversity, soil quality, runoff, 
erosion, sedimentation and land productivity (Xiubin, 
1996). Land use has been changing ever since humans first 
began to manage their environment. However, the changes 
that have taken place over the last 50 years have been 
especially important and intense as society is becoming 
increasingly urbanized, while natural ecosystems become 
deteriorated (Martinez et al., 2009). LULC changes are 
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In Situ Synthesis of Silver Nanospheres, Nanocubes, and Nanowires
over Boron-Doped Graphene Sheets for Surface-Enhanced Raman
Scattering Application and Enzyme-Free Detection of Hydrogen
Peroxide
Anju K. Nair,†,‡ Kala Moolepparambil Sukumaran Nair,‡ Sabu Thomas,†,§ Didier Rouxel,∥

Subbiah Alwarappan,*,⊥ and Nandakumar Kalarikkal*,†,#
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#School of Pure and Applied Physics, Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam-686 560, Kerala India
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ABSTRACT: An effective in situ synthesis strategy is demonstrated for the preparation of silver nanostructures (nanospheres
(NSs), nanocubes (NCs), and nanowires (NWs)) on the surface of boron-doped graphene (BG). Further, these functional
nanomaterials are employed for the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and non-enzymatic electrochemical detection
of H2O2. The results confirm the superior performance of BG-Ag nanostructures as SERS platform. Among various geometries
of silver nanoparticles studied in this work, we find that the AgNCs over BG (BG-AgNC) present outstanding SERS
performance for detecting 4-mercaptobenzoic acid, with a limit of detection of 1.0 × 10−13 M. Furthermore, BG-AgNC exhibits
excellent capability to detect melamine as low as 1.0 × 10−9 M. Electrochemical results confirm that the BG-AgNW-based
platform exhibits a superior biosensing performance toward H2O2 detection. The enhanced performance is due to the presence
of graphene, which improves the conductivity and provides more active sites. The synthesis of doped graphene with metallic
nanoparticles described in this work is expected to be a key strategy for the development of an efficient SERS and
electrochemical sensor that offers simplicity, cost-effectiveness, long-term stability, and better reproducibility.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasmonic nanostructures have received significant interest
from scientists and industry for diverse applications due to
their unique optical and chemical properties, such as energy
conversion, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),
catalysis, and biological and electrochemical sensing.1−4 All
the above-mentioned properties and applications rely strongly
on the surface morphology, size, edge composition, and crystal

structure of the metallic nanoparticles (NPs). Among various

metallic NPs, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) with well-defined

shapes have practical applications in various fields due to their

high plasmonic efficiency, biocompatibility, excellent con-
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Development of Thick Superhydrophilic TiO2−ZrO2 Transparent
Coatings Realized through the Inclusion of Poly(methyl
methacrylate) and Pluronic-F127
Sanu M. Simon,† Anoop Chandran,‡ Gejo George,† M. S. Sajna,† Prakashan Valparambil,†

Eric Kumi-Barmiah,§ Gin Jose,§ P. R. Biju,† Cyriac Joseph,† and N. V. Unnikrishnan*,†

†School of Pure & Applied Physics, Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam 686 560, Kerala, India
‡Department of Physics, St. Cyril’s College, Adoor 691 529, Kerala, India
§School of Chemical and Process Engineering, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.

ABSTRACT: A thick coating of hierarchically porous double-templated
TiO2−ZrO2−PMMA−PF127 with excellent self-cleaning properties and
high transmittance has been developed for the first time on glass substrates
using a simple dip-coating technique. Comparative studies of this sample
with a thick and transparent coating of single-templated TiO2−ZrO2−
PMMA have been performed to probe the origin of its exceptional
properties. The formation of the composites, successful incorporation of the
polymer into the matrix, and the porous nature of the films have been
studied. The presence of Ti2+ in the double-templated samples has been
confirmed, which suggest the chemisorption of water on the surface of the
film. The variation in the self-cleaning properties of the samples on UV-
illumination has also been studied. The double-templated film is found to
possess the capability of good hydrophilic retention even 2 days after UV-
irradiation.

■ INTRODUCTION

It has been reported that hydrophilic coatings of inorganic
metal oxides with large surface area and high porosity clean the
surface quickly.1 Addition of polymers to inorganic binary
metal oxide composites, on the other hand, is known to
facilitate the spreading nature of liquid, and the surface
roughness can trap the water molecules.2 Theoretical works of
Wenzel and Cassie−Baxter suggest that maximal increase in
wetting property of the surface can be achieved by
the enhancement of its roughness.3−5 Also, there are many
recent reports on hydrophilicity achieved through nanoporous
structure formation on the film surface.2,6 Therefore, multi-
functional polymer-incorporated inorganic composites in the
form of meso/micro/macroporous films, membranes, and
powders are of great significance as they have potential
applications as self-cleaning glasses for solar cells, gas-sensing
devices, photovoltaic devices, and window glass for green
intelligent buildings.7−11

TiO2 as a self-cleaning coating has high transmittance and
has the advantage to make use of both solar energy and rainfall
to clean the surface, which reduces the cost of maintenance.12

For further improving the transmittance, hydrophilicity, and
mechanical and thermal stabilities, the general approach is to
synthesize binary composites involving TiO2 and a low
refractive index material such as ZrO2, SiO2, and so forth.13

The excess amount of hydroxyl groups present in TiO2−ZrO2/
TiO2−SiO2 hybrid composites trap photoinduced holes, which

increase the photocatalytic activity by delaying the recombi-
nation of electron−hole pairs.14 This implies that such a
coating would be able to breakdown the dirt absorbed onto its
surface in the presence of sunlight.15

The hydroxyl group-trapping ability of TiO2−ZrO2/SiO2
along with high porosity of polymer-incorporated composites
can be combined together in TiO2−ZrO2/SiO2−polymer
coatings. Although there are a few reports on the hydrophilic
nature of such coatings, some major disadvantages of such
films remain unaddressed.16,17 The development of such
coatings is of extreme significance, and efforts are underway
to realize them. In most of the literature, which reports the
formation of superhydrophilic transparent coatings, the
thickness of the coating is on the nanoscale.12,14,17 Never-
theless, the large-scale production of such thin self-cleaning
glasses is really expensive because of the sophisticated
techniques involved. In this work, single-templated and
double-templated porous, thick, yet transparent films of
TiO2−ZrO2−pluronic F127 (PF127), and/or poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) have been prepared via the sol-gel
dip-coating method. The prepared samples are found to exhibit
excellent self-cleaning properties, which can be substantially
retained for hours. Such coatings have significant scientific and
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Electrospun polyvinyl alcohol membranes incorporated with green
synthesized silver nanoparticles for wound dressing applications
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Abstract
Electrospun membranes have the potential to act as an effective barrier for wounds from the external environment to prevent
pathogens. In addition, materials with good antibacterial properties can effectively fight off the invading pathogens. In this
paper, we report the development of a novel electrospun polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) membrane containing biosynthesized
silver nanoparticle (bAg) for wound dressing applications. Plant extract from a medicinal plant Mimosa pudica was utilized
for the synthesis of bAg. Synthesized bAg were characterized by Ultraviolet-Visible (UV) Spectroscopy and Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The morphology of bAg was obtained from Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) and found that they were spherical in morphology with average particle size 7.63 ± 1.2 nm. bAg nanoparticles
incorporated PVA membranes were characterized using several physicochemical techniques such as Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis. Experimental
results confirmed the successful incorporation of bAg in PVA fibers. PVA nanofiber membranes incorporated with bAg
showed good mechanical strength, excellent exudate uptake capacity, antibacterial activity, blood compatibility and
cytocompatibility.
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Green synthesized unmodified silver nanoparticles as a multi-sensor for Cr(���) ions

Archana Aravind,    Maria Sebastian   and  Beena Mathew  *   

Abstract

In this work we present optical, fluorescence and electrochemical sensing of Cr(III) ions using silver

nanoparticles (AgNPs) synthesized by a green method using Lycopersicon esculentum (LE) extract

without any surface functionalization. The synthesized AgNP-LE was analyzed by various techniques

such as UV-visible absorption spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and transmission

electron microscopy. The principle behind the sensing involves the dispersion of nanoparticles

followed by the aggregation of Cr(III) ions leading to a redshift of the surface plasmon resonance

(SPR) peak in the UV-vis absorption spectra. The fluorescence sensing of Cr(III) ions using AgNP-LE

was also studied by the changes in the fluorescence intensity. The electrochemical studies were

carried out using a AgNP-LE modified platinum electrode. The linear calibration range was focused

over the range of 10 to 90 μM and the limit of detection was found to be 0.804 μM using differential

pulse voltammetry. This simple and sensitive method has a high selectivity towards Cr(III) ions over

other metal ions. The modified sensor was also studied over real samples to determine the presence

of Cr(III) ions. The synthesized AgNP-LE also exhibited antibacterial properties against waterborne

pathogens like Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus extracted from the water sample

collected from the Ashtamudi lake, Kollam, Kerala.
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Plasma Modified and Unmodified Polyethylene as Filler
in Natural Rubber Compounds: Morphology, Cure
Behavior, and Vulcanization Kinetics

Sari P. Sasidharan,* Petr Spatenka, Evgeny Anisimov, and Sabu Thomas

The present paper investigates the influence of polyethylene (PE) and plasma
modified polyethylene (PPE) as fillers in natural rubber (NR) compound. The
NR/PE and NR/PPE compounds were prepared through mechanical mixing
using two roll mill by varying their compositions. The morphology of the
compounds was analyzed in detail using field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) to understand the dispersion of PE and PPE in the NR
matrix as well as its interfacial adhesion. Morphological analysis revealed
that unmodified polyethylene was nicely dispersed in the NR matrix whereas
plasma modified polyethylene showed agglomerated structure due to the
polar functional groups on the PPE surface. The vulcanization kinetics and
cure characteristics of natural rubber compounds containing PE and PPE
were examined using an oscillating disc rheometer. The cure behavior of the
composites were studied at different temperatures (140, 160, and 180 �C)
using conventional sulphur vulcanization system. The addition of polyethyl-
ene influenced the cure properties to a great extent. Theoretical modeling
was done to follow the mechanism of the cure reaction. The cure reaction
was kinetically controlled at the beginning followed by the diffusion
mechanism. The curing reaction was found to be autocatalytic and extent of
reaction increased with increasing temperature.

1. Introduction

The surface modification of polymers using plasma has received
a lot of attention nowadays. Plasma treatment generates wide
range of reactive species in the treated system such as hydroxyl,
carbonyl, carboxyl, ether, peroxides, etc., which undeniably
depends on the surrounding medium. Plasma modification

improves micro-hardness and roughness
of the polymer surface due to the bom-
bardment of high energy radicals and ions.
This resulted in a number of scientific
studies and helped in developing new
materials that combine desirable proper-
ties.[1–4] Moreover, plasma treatment can
also be used for the recycling of polymers.
Several studies have been reported based
on plasma treatment with highlighting
structural changes of selected polymeric
system.[5–7]

Polyethylene is one of the most widely
used hydrocarbon polymers, which has
applications in packaging, automotive,
household items, medical applications,
etc. Polyethylene has some disadvantages
like difficult to print or paint, adhesion to
metals, and polar polymers due to its non-
polar nature. A good number of studies
have been done in the area of plasma
modification of polyethylene in the last few
decades which received much attention
from scientists as well as industrialists.[8,9]

Plasma modification improved the polarity
of polyethylene which improves its print-
ability,[10] adhesion to metals,[11,12] bonding

with other polymers,[13] and biodegradability. The anti-bacterial
property and biocompatibility of polyethylene can also be
improved by plasma treatment.[14–17]

Natural rubber (NR) known for its excellent elasticity coupled
with extensive availability make it suitable in a wide number of
applications. NR has been modified by incorporating various
types of fillers such as carbon black, clay, calcium carbonate,
metal oxides, CNT, POSS, graphene, etc., and other polymers
from the time immemorial.[18] Kurian et al. investigated the
morphology of tensile fractured and fatigue fractured surfaces of
natural rubber vulcanizates filled with polyethylene.[19,20] They
found that the size and shape of the thermoplastic domains were
varying with the thermoplastic content which enhanced their
mechanical interaction with the rubber matrix. Nabil et al. used
recycled polyethylene terephthalate for reinforcing natural
rubber matrix.[21]

The curing kinetics and its mechanism are very important in
understanding the processing conditions of a material. It is
imperative to know the effects on cure behavior of natural rubber
when new materials are incorporated into it.[22–23] Vulcanization
of natural rubber has been quite extensively investigated in the
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Effect of MWCNTs on Wetting and Thermal Properties
of an Immiscible Polymer Blend

A. R. Ajitha, M. K. Aswathi, Arunima Reghunadhan, Lovley Mathew, Roberto Terzano,
and Sabu Thomas*

Poly (trimethylene terephthalate)/Polypropylene blend (PTT/PP) is prepared
using melt mixing method and 1wt% multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) are incorporated to study its effect on the thermal and wetting
properties. The droplet morphology reveals the immiscibility of the neat
polymers in the blend and there is a reduction in the domain size of the
dispersed phase with the addition of MWCNTs due to the compatibilization
effect of MWCNTs. With the addition of MWCNTs, there is a slight
improvement in the melting temperatures of both PTT and PP while an
increase in the crystallization temperature and glass transition temperature
(Tg) is observed that may be due to the nucleation effect of MWCNTs. On
blending with PP, the thermal stability of PTT matrix is increased and with
the addition of MWCNTs there is not much improvement in the thermal
stability of the polymer components is observed. With the addition of
MWCNTs the contact angle of the blend slightly increased, may be attributed
to the hydrophobic nature of MWCNTs.

1. Introduction

Polymer blending is an interesting method to produce novel
materials for specific applications since it is very cost efficient
and uncomplicated. By blending one can originate new material
with the combined attributes of each element. Due to the
negligible entropy of mixing most of the polymers are
immiscible in nature.[1,2] In addition to the entropy factor there

are several other factors which affect the
immiscibility of the polymer blends such as
difference in polarity, solubility parame-
ters, viscosity, and interfacial tension
between the components. The high inter-
facial tension between the polymer com-
ponents will lead to poor interfacial
adhesion between them and blends be-
come immiscible in nature and hence
shows diminished properties than that of
individual polymers.[3] Even though im-
miscible polymer blends have combined
attributes of single parts, due to the phase
separation, poor adhesion, and sharp
interface, one cannot practice them for
potential applications due to inferior
mechanical properties. Designing high
performance products from immiscible
blends are of large significance in the
industrial sector. This can only be attained
by the compatibilization process, where a
third component (compatibilizer) is intro-

duced so as to enhance the interaction between the blend
components.[3] Compatibilizers can stabilize the blend morphol-
ogy by reducing the interfacial tension thereby improving the
interfacial affinity of the polymer components by acting as
surfactant or emulsifying agent. There are different types of
compatibilizers with specified interactions such as polypropyl-
ene-grafted-maleic anhyride (PP-g-MAH), poly(ethylene-co-gly-
cidyl methacrylate) (PEGMA), polypropylene-grafted-acrylic acid
(PP-g-AA), polypropylene methyl polyhedral oligomeric silses-
quioxanes (PP-POSS), isocyanate group etc.[4]

Graft or block co-polymers are generally used as compatibil-
izers since they can reduce the interfacial tension between two or
more immiscible polymer components which acts as a stable
interface amidst the heterogeneous components of the blends.
Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the compati-
bilizing mechanism of a Graft or block co-polymer within an
immiscible blend to improve the interfacial adhesion. In
Figure 1, violet part has more affinity with first polymer and
blue part interacts selectively with the second polymer. Reactive
compatibilization is yet another technique for the compatibili-
zation in which the block or graft copolymers forms a stable
interface by in situ reaction.[5]

Nowadays, nanofillers have been studied for the role as
effective compatibilizers due to their multi functional nature as
nucleating agents, reinforcing agents,etc. For the blends with
high processing temperature, unmodified solid nanoparticles
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Selective Localization of MWCNT in Poly (Trimethylene
Terephthalate)/Poly Ethylene Blends: Theoretical
Analysis, Morphology, and Mechanical Properties

Aswathi M. Kunjappan, Ajitha A. Ramachandran, Moothetty Padmanabhan,
Lovely P. Mathew, and Sabu Thomas*

Theoretical analysis is carried out to predict the nature of selective
localization of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in poly-
(trimethylene terephthalate/polyethylene (PTT/PE) blends. In agreement with
theoretical data experimental results clearly indicate that MWCNT prefers to
get associated with PTT phase than with PE. Molecular interactions
responsible for such selective localization of MWCNT to PTT component
can be attributed to mutual and collective π–π interactions possible between
the aromatic moieties present in PTT and MWCNT. In addition, the
reinforcing effect of MWCNT in the PTT/PE system was determined using
tensile analysis and the morphological features of blends and blend
nanocomposites are studied using scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Compared to the PTT/PE blend system MWCNT incorporated blend
nanocomposites show better mechanical properties. The elongation at break
of the blend system is seen to rise with increasing amount of PE content.
Among various blend nanocomposites, we have investigated the nano-
composites with higher PTT content show higher tensile strength and
Young’s modulus. The blend nanocomposite with 90/10/1 composition
shows 12% increment in Young’s modulus and as much as 80% increment
in tensile strength compared to 90/10 blend system which signifies the role
MWCNT plays in the blend system.

1. Introduction

Currentenvironmentalpollutionsandwaste
materials in landfills bring in focus the
importance of biopolymers and bioplastics.
Poly trimethylene terephthalate (PTT) is a
bio-based aromatic polyester which can be
prepared from the polycondensation of 1,3
propane diol and terephthalic acid.[1] In PTT
about 37%of weight contribution is from its
bio based content 1,3 propanediol which are
produced from renewable resources.[2] PTT
is endowedwith good physical and chemical
properties like dimensional stability, heat
resistance, good chemical stability, resistant
to stretching, low moisture absorption or
quick drying, easy processability, and recy-
clability[3] which make all PTT-based com-
posites very useful in diverse industrial
applications.[4] However, their low impact
strength, low heat distortion temperature,
and low viscosity for processing[5] limit their
applications in many ways. Polymer blend-
ing is one of themajor techniqueswhich can
overcome these limitations. Through poly-
mer blending it is possible to develop new
and novel materials with attractive proper-

ties.[6] There are several studies which have reported substantial
improvement in mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties in
blends compared to their individual polymers. The property
improvement and modification brought about by blending have
been demonstratedwell in polymer blends like poly (trimethylene
terephthalate)/poly (ethylene 2,6-naphthalate) (PTT/PEN),[7,8]

polybutylene terephthalate/polyethylene terephthalate glycol
(PBT/PETG),[9] polyethylene/polypropylene (PE/PP),[10] poly-(tri-
methylene terephthalate)/poly-butylene terephthalate (PTT/
PBT)[11] which signify the importance of blending polymers. In
addition, Chiu et al. have reported tougheningmechanism shown
by propylene ethylene block copolymer systemwhen carbon black
is incorporated and also by styrene-ethylene butylene-styrene
triblock copolymer (SEBS). Significantly improved impact
strength was observed for propylene ethylene block copolymer
in their study.[12]Wuet al. reported an improved tensile and impact
strength forpoly (phenyleneoxide)/polyamide-6 (PPO/PA6)blend
system with the addition of organo- montmorillonite.[13] While Li
et al. reported improved impact strength and reduced brittleness
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Synthesis and Activity of Escherichia coli on Different
Chitosan Nanoparticles

Merin S. Thomas, Jiya Jose, Nandakumar K., Sabu Thomas, and Laly A. Pothen*

With a view to finding out the antimicrobial activity of nanoparticle against E.
coli, the author prepared chitosan nanoparticles (nCHS), modified form using
aloe vera (m-nCHS), hybrid nanoparticles with silver (h-nCHS) and modified,
hybrid form (m,h-nCHS). The shape and uniformity of the nanoparticles are
assessed by transmission electron microscopy and all the nanoparticles are
found to be in the nanometer range. The physiochemical properties of the
nanoparticles are determined by UV-Visible spectroscopy, zeta potential
analysis, dynamic light scattering measurements, and fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis. UV – visible analysis confirms the
formation of chitosan nanoparticles and hybrid Ag – chitosan nanoparticles.
The stability and size of the nanoparticles are further confirmed by zeta
potential and dynamic light scattering measurements. The antibacterial
activity of nanoparticle against Escherichia coli (E. coli) is evaluated by
calculation of minimum inhibitory concentration. The results showed that
antimicrobial activity is significantly enhanced by the aloe vera modification
and presence of Ag nanoparticle on chitosan nanoparticle.

1. Introduction

Biopolymers are polymers that degrade with the action of
micro-organism, heat and moisture and are obtained from
biomass. Protein, carbohydrates, ribonucleic acid (RNA), deoxy
ribonucleic acid (DNA) etc. are some examples of biopol-
ymers.[1,2] Chitin, a natural non-toxic, biodegradable, and
biocompatible polymer is a modified natural carbohydrate and
the second most abundant polysaccharide in nature which is
derived from crustacean shells (crabs, shrimps, and lobsters). It
consists of repeating units of glucosamine and N-acetyl-
glucosamine, the proportions of which determine the degree of

deacetylation of the polymer. Chitosan is
the N-deacetylated derivative of chitin.[3]

Chitosan is a natural nontoxic biopoly-
mer derived by the deacetylation of chitin.
Chitosan and its derivatives have attracted
considerable interest due to their antimi-
crobial and antifungal activity.[4] Chitosan
exhibits its antibacterial activity only in
acidic medium because of its poor solubil-
ity pH 6.5. Chitosan exhibits higher
antibacterial activity against gram positive
bacteria and gram negative bacteria. Chi-
tosan has a number of commercial and
possible biomedical uses. It can be used in
agriculture for seed treatment and also as
bio pesticide, helping plants to fight off
fungal infections. In winemaking it can be
used as a fining agent, also helping to
prevent spoilage.[5] In industry, it can be
used in a self-healing polyurethane paint
coating.[6] In biomedical field, it has been
found to be useful in bandages to reduce
bleeding and as an antibacterial agent; it

can also be used to help deliver drugs through the skin.[7]

Chitosan nanoparticles can easily be prepared by the ionic
gelation method using sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP) as a
crosslinking agent. The advantage of thismethodwas attributed to
its mild conditions achieved without applying harmful organic
solvent, heat or vigorous agitation that are damaging to sensitive
proteins.[8] Moreover, it could efficiently retain the bioactivity of
macromolecules duringpreparation. Theamine and�OHgroups
endowchitosanwithmany special properties,making it applicable
in many areas and easily available for chemical reactions.[9]

Chitosan nanoparticle can be formed by incorporating a
polymer such as tri polyphosphate (TPP) in to a chitosan solution
under constant stirring. Several research groups have studied
the properties of chitosan nanoparticles with a view to using
them as a drug and protein delivery agent. The biocompatibility
and non-toxicity of the material makes it attractive as a neutral
agent for delivery of active agents.[10–12]

In this paper we are introducing an effective approach for
developing clinically applicable chitosan by modifying the surface of
thematerial to provide excellent bio functionality andbulkproperties.
We have modified chitosan nanoparticle using aloe vera, a naturally
occurring medicinal plant. It is found that the modified form shows
improved properties than chitosan nanoparticle. It has a high degree
of antibacterial activity, wound healing etc. Another set of hybrid
nanoparticles were synthesized using chitosan and silver nano-
particles. It is found that the variety hybrid has a wide range of
application in medicinal field than the nonhybrid form.[13–15]
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Poly(ɛ-caprolactone)/Functionalized-Carbon Nanotube
Electrospun Nanocomposites: Crystallization and
Thermal Properties

K. Bicy, V. G. Geethamma, Nandakumar Kalarikkal, Didier Rouxel,*
and Sabu Thomas*

The interest of eco-friendly polymer nanocomposites is continuously growing
because of the increased concern about environmental pollution. Polycapro-
lactone (PCL) is one of the extensively used bio-degradable polymers. The
advantage of this biopolymer is further enhanced by the addition of
nanofillers and developing nanocomposites. Carbon Nanotube (CNT) is one
of the best matching nanofillers, the inclusion of CNT in PCL matrix
increase the use of PCL in diverse areas. In this work PCL/CNT nano-
composites prepared by the electrospinning technique, in order to avoid
CNT agglomeration, acid functionalized CNT (f-CNT) is used. Morphological
properties of the electrospun nanofiber are studied by SEM and the
interaction between PCL and f-CNT is studied by FT-IR. DSC and optical
microscopic studies reveal the influence of f-CNT’s to enhance the
crystallinity and reduce the lamellar thickness and spherulite growth of PCL.
The H-bonded interaction between PCL and f-CNT enhances the physical
properties of bio-degradable PCL and thereby enhances its commercial
application.

1. Introduction

Biodegradable polymer nanocomposites gained much attention
in recent years because of their environmentally friendly and
non-hazardous nature to the ecosystem.[1] Polycaprolactone

(PCL) is one of the widely used biodegrad-
able polymers in various fields such as
biomedical, automotive, packaging, and
energy harvesting etc.[2] Degradation of
PCL occurs through the hydrolysis of its
ester linkage, this enhances the usage of
this polymer in diverse areas. The wide-
spread applicability of PCL is not only
because of its biodegradable nature but also
its good resistance towards water, oil,
solvents etc., low melting point, low
viscosity, and easy processibility. Among
the PCL nanocomposites Polycaprolac-
tone/Carbon Nanotube (PCL/CNT) nano-
composite attracted the attention of
research community because of its excel-
lent properties and special structure of
CNT. Low density, high aspect ratio, and
high specific surface area make it into the
more versatile filler.[3,4] The incorporation
of a very low concentration of CNT will
dramatically improve the tensile strength,
modulus, fracture toughness, thermal and

electrical conductivity, sensing ability etc of the polymer.[5,6] The
role of Multiwalled Carbon Nanotube (MWCNT) on enhancing
the degradation temperature of PCL was studied by Chen et al.,
the authors reported that low concentration of MWCNT also
shows significant improvement in the degradation temperature
of PCL.[5] Goodwin et al. studied the effect of CNT’s on the
biodegradation of PCL, the authors reported that the addition of
CNT decreases the biodegradation rate of PCL.[7] PCL/CNT
nanocomposites also find application in the biomedical field,
Niezabitowska et al. prepared PCL/CNT nanocomposites and
used for drug delivery.[6] Ho et al.[8] fabricated PCL/CNTscaffolds
for cardiac tissue engineering. The property of carbon nanotubes
and nanofibers on improving the mechanical, thermal, and gas
barrier properties of PCL was reported by Garcia et al.[2] In spite
of the above-mentioned advantages, agglomeration of CNT is
one of the major problems faced during the processing and
fabrication of polymer/CNT nanocomposites. This agglomera-
tion is due to the strong interfacial interaction between will lead
to reducing the physical properties (mechanical and electrical
properties) of the matrix polymer. Functionalization is an
effective method to enhance CNT polymer interaction, disper-
sion, and alignment of CNT’s. This will also improve the
interfacial interaction between polymer and CNT; result in the
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Abstract
Sr3MgSi2O8:Dy3+ Nano-rods were synthesized by using solid state reaction method. The 
structural properties, morphology and band structure properties of the phosphor was 
studied. The structural properties were examined by X-ray diffraction, scanning electron 
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. Bonding behaviour of the phosphor was 
also determined by recording the FTIR spectra of the phosphor. Band structure i.e. band 
gap of the phosphor was determined by recording the absorption spectrum. The absorp-
tion spectrum was recorded for the sample and the band gap was determined by using Tauc 
plot. Band gap of the phosphor was found around 5.4 eV.

Keywords Sr3MgSi2O8:Dy3+ · Nanorod · XRD · SEM · TEM · Tauc plot · SSR method

1 Introduction

Recently, nanomaterials become the boon for the optoelectronic industries. They are 
widely used in various detectors, computers, telephones, satellite technology etc. (Pabisch 
et al. 2012; Wan and Zhao 2007; Kannan et al. 2005; Presting and König 2003). The size 
plays an important role in its application possibilities, it enhances the use of these particles 
for various applications (Sanchez et  al. 2005; Hong et  al. 2013). The  Sr3MgSi2O8:Dy3+ 
phosphor has wide applications in the micro and macro size also. Nowadays the nano size 
materials are replacing macro and micro size particles from the space and nuclear tech-
nology. As the size play very important role in its application possibilities, therefore, on 
the SEM and TEM devices we have studied the “adhesion” process, which can be formed 
in big and small size nano materials after influence of neutron flux. Moreover, we have 
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Abstract
Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) are bioresources with potential application in ecofriendly agricultural practices. 
The beneficial effects of PGPR have been attributed to their ability to produce phytohormone, organic acid, siderophore, and 
also due to nitrogen fixation among others. In the present study, previously isolated plant growth promoting rhizospheric 
Pseudomonas spp.  were evaluated for growth enhancement effect in Vigna unguiculata seedlings. Elemental profiling of 
treated plant was further carried out by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy. Results of the study showed signifi-
cant increase in growth parameters such as shoot length, root length and root numbers for treated plants when compared to 
control. Most of the macro and micro elements were also found to get modulated by interaction with applied Pseudomonas 
spp. However, a differential modulation was observed for plants when treated with each of the Pseudomonas spp., which could 
be due to their variable interaction with the selected plant. The results of the study indicate the role of each of the associated 
microbial partner to specifically influence the plant nutrient mobilization along the soil plant axis. The cumulative effect of 
the plant microbiome hence may decide the global nutritional status of plants as per the available environmental conditions.

Keywords Rhizobacteria · ICP-MS · V. unguiculata · Plant growth promotion

Introduction

Plant–rhizobacterial interactions have been studied exten-
sively for various agrological as well as environmental 
aspects (Chandra and Kumari 2017). Plant growth promot-
ing rhizobacteria (PGPR) can be extracellular (Agrobac-
terium, Arthrobacter, Azotobacter, Azospirillum, Bacillus, 
Burkholderia, Caulobacter, Chromobacterium, Erwinia, 
Flavobacterium, Micrococcus, Pseudomonas and Serra-
tia) or intracellular (Allorhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Mes-
orhizobium and Rhizobium, endophytes and Frankia) (Gupta 
et al. 2015). The diverse mechanisms employed by these 
organisms include the production of phytohormones, ACC 
deaminase, siderophore, nitrogen fixation, enhanced min-
eral uptake and biocontrol against numerous phytopathogens 
(Vacheron et al. 2013). By IAA production, they have been 
demonstrated to modulate the cell elongation, division and 
differentiation in plants. Microbial population also secrete 

organic acids which convert the insoluble phosphates into 
soluble monobasic and dibasic ions and thereby making it 
available to plants. Siderophore producing bacteria restrict 
the growth of plant pathogens due to their strong affinity 
towards Fe(III). The enzyme 1-aminocyclopropane-1-car-
boxylate (ACC) deaminase of microbial origin facilitates 
plant growth and development by decreasing the ethylene 
level, inducing salt tolerance and reducing drought stress 
in plants (Zahir et al. 2008). These beneficial features of 
rhizobacteria have significant impact on growth and yield 
of plants. Among the various rhizobacteria, Pseudomonas 
spp. have ubiquitous distribution and have diverse plant 
growth promoting as well as biocontrol mechanisms. How-
ever, the global changes introduced in plants due to rhizo-
bacterial interaction are not fully known. The wide range of 
antifungal compounds produced by plant growth promoting 
rhizobacteria includes amphisin, 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol 
(DAPG), oomycin A, phenazine, pyoluteorin, pyrrolnitrin, 
tensin, tropolone, and cyclic lipopeptides (Loper et al. 2007). 
Among these, phenazine derivatives are one of the important 
antifungal products of Pseudomonas spp.

Due to the easiness with culture handling and large-scale 
production, many Pseudomonas spp. based formulations 
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Abstract
The present report is a general assessment of the level of nutrient and toxic heavy metals as an impact of Bchemicalized^ cultivation
practices for decades in banana fields in the three south Indian states, Kerala, Karnataka, and Tamilnadu. The major objective was to
critically analyze the status of metallic content in green revolution fields, where chemical fertilizers or plant protective chemicals
remain the major source of heavy metal contaminants. Since soil series being a soil taxonomic category that includes slightly variant
soils of similar origin and common parent materials, the 286 field samples of the broad south Indian region were further grouped into
composite samples representing 47 different soil series for limiting the sample analysis. The quantitative assessment of ten metals
done in these soils using the Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer included Ca, Mg, Mn, Zn, Fe, Cu, Pb, Ni, Cr, and Co. The
amount of Cu observed in many fields was higher than all the previous reports of the same in the Bchemicalized^ fields. Similarly, the
amount of Co observed in 25 fields was above its threshold levels expected for normal soils. The amount of Pb observed in all the
soils appeared quite normal. The amount of Ni observed in 14 soil series was higher than its threshold levels for normal soils, except in
4 soil series, where its amount exceeded the upper limit of contamination. Cr was detected in all the samples, but found higher than its
threshold level in 31 soil series. Significant positive correlations were observed between the amounts of different metals in the study.
PCA results indicated that variables were correlated to four principal components, and 74.36% of the total variance was justified.

Keywords Banana . Heavymetal contamination . Southern Indian soils . Soil series . Cultivated soils . Green revolution fields

Introduction

India is the largest producer of bananas in the world, account-
ing for 27.8% of total banana production, which equals 33.4%
of the total fruit production in India (National Horticulture
Board 2016). The states of Kerala, Tamilnadu, and
Karnataka are the three most important banana-producing re-
gions in India. Since the inception of the green revolution in
the 1960s (Padmavathy and Poyyamoli 2011), agriculture in
India has increasingly relied on the excessive use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. Toxic heavy metal contaminants in
inorganic chemical fertilizers (Bora et al. 2015) or pesticides
may accumulate in soils, which are either absorbed into the

crop or leach out into surrounding water (Singh et al. 2001).
Heavymetal contaminants in field soils may possibly enter the
human food chain, leading to biomagnification (Lin et al.
2010; Malan et al. 2015). Chronic environmental contamina-
tion through heavy metals occurs when metals in soils form
complexes with organic matter (Efremova and Izosimova
2000) and are gradually released into ground or surface waters
or cause a decrease in soil pH (Malan et al. 2015). Decrease in
soil pH accelerates more dissolution and leaching out of
metals into surface waters, aggravating the overall contamina-
tion issue. A large share of nutrients and metal contaminants
in banana fields has the potential to cause widespread eutro-
phication and metal toxicities in banana-cultivating regions.
The presence of heavy metals in certain banana field soils in
China (Lin et al. 2010) has already been observed. In general,
banana is a heavy feeder crop, but comprehensive investiga-
tion on the metal contamination in green revolution fields
where banana is grown has not been conducted in India to
date. To the best of our knowledge, this report is the first to
describe heavy metal contamination in commercially cultivat-
ed banana fields in India.
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Abstract
In this study, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) thin films incorporated with biofabricated silver nanoparticles were used to 
evaluate the in vitro antimicrobial and antibiofilm activity against the cariogenic bacterium Streptococcus mutans. For this, 
silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were generated using Bacillus amyloliquefaciens SJ14 culture (MAgNPs) and extract from 
Curcuma aromatica rhizome (CAgNPs). The AgNPs were further characterized by UV–Vis spectroscopy and high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy. The minimum inhibitory concentration, minimum bactericidal concentration and antibi-
ofilm activity of AgNPs against S. mutans were also assessed. Here, MAgNPs were found to have superior antimicrobial 
activity when compared to CAgNPs. The MAgNPs and CAgNPs also demonstrated 99% and 94% inhibition of biofilm 
formation of S. mutans at concentrations of 3 µg/mL and 50 µg/mL, respectively. The AgNPs were further incorporated into 
PMMA thin films using solvent casting method. The thin films were also characterized by scanning electron microscopy and 
UV–Vis spectroscopy. Subsequently, both PMMA/MAgNPs and PMMA/CAgNPs nanocomposite thin films were subjected 
to antimicrobial and antibiofilm analysis. The microbicidal activity was found to be higher for the PMMA/MAgNPs thin 
film, which highlights the potency of microbially synthesized AgNPs as excellent agents to inhibit cariogenic bacteria from 
colonising dental restorative material.

Keywords Microbial AgNPs · Biofabricated AgNPs · Antibiofilm · Dental adhesive · PMMA · Streptococcus mutans

Introduction

Dental restorative composites mainly consist of meth-
acrylate resins and various kinds of fillers which enhance 
their mechanical, antimicrobial, optical and aesthetic prop-
erties (Babu et al. 2016; Dionysopoulos et al. 2017). Dental 
adhesives facilitate the binding of composites to the dentin 
and form an interlocked interface by penetrating into the 

dentin tubules. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), a trans-
parent thermoplastic has been widely used as a constituent 
of dental material (Takeyama et al. 1978). Its acceptance in 
dentistry is due to its reliability, biocompatibility, low cost, 
easy availability, and the ease of modification (Frazer et al. 
2005; Peters et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018). However, one of 
the challenges with its application is the microbial biofilm 
formation at the dentin–adhesive interface leading to the 
failure of dental restoratives (Marashdeh et al. 2018).The 
biofilm formation in the oral cavity is generally favored by 
the presence of moisture and nutrients (Saini et al. 2011; 
Dias et al. 2017). Due to this, cariogenic bacteria like Strep-
tococcus mutans  forms one of the major culprits responsible 
for the failure of dental restorative material. The organism 
has been known to have preference to grow both on tooth 
surfaces and on surfaces of dental implant (Loesche 1986). 
There is high demand to develop engineered dental restora-
tive materials with antimicrobial potential because of the 
increasing antibiotic resistance among these microorganisms 
(Garcia et al. 2017).
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Tree biomass and carbon density estimation in the tropical dry forest of 
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United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change highlights the signif-
icance of carbon storage and emission in forests towards climate change miti-
gation. The aim of this study was to quantify the tree biomass and carbon den-
sity (carbon storage) in the tropical dry forest of the Chinnar Wildlife Sanctu-
ary of Kerala located in the Southern Western Ghats, India. We investigated
the species-wise contribution of carbon (C) storage, as well as the species-wise
and plot-wise correlation between carbon and other dendrometric variables.
We also analysed the girth (diameter)  wise distribution of carbon and tree
density in the study region. The study was conducted in eight selected sample
plots of the region, each with an area of 0.1 hectare. Species-specific volume
and  specific  gravity  relationship  coupled  with  suitable  regression  equation
were used to estimate biomass.  Tree carbon was assumed to be 47% of the
biomass.  The results showed that the average biomass and carbon density of
the vegetation were 64.13 t ha-1 and 30.46 t-C ha-1, respectively. Among the
32 species identified,  Tamarindus indica L. (17%),  Hardwickia binata Roxb.
(14%), Terminalia arjuna (Roxb. ex DC.) Wight & Arn (10%) and Pleiospermium
alatum (Wight & Arn.) Swingle (10%) were dominant as for carbon storage. The
correlation analysis showed that basal area is a good predictor of tree biomass
and carbon, while the role of tree density and tree diversity remain uncertain
in determining carbon storage. With respect to diametric class distribution,
tree density showed a reverse J-shaped pattern indicating the sustainable re-
generation of the analysed forest, where the small- (diameter at breast height
3-9 cm) to medium-sized trees (diameter at breast  height 10-69 cm) were
found to contribute to more than 50% of biomass and carbon in the forest. The
study provides useful information for carbon mitigation strategies in a tropical
dry forest in the Southern Western Ghats.

Keywords: Above Ground Tree Biomass, Carbon, Tropical Dry Forest, Kerala,
Southern Western Ghats

Introduction
Forests represent a significant part of the

global carbon cycle and play an important
role in carbon sequestration. Forests cover
40% of the terrestrial surface though they
contribute  by  90%  and  70%  to  terrestrial
biomass and productivity, respectively (Ko-
rner  et  al.  2005).  The  significant  role  of
forests in containing global carbon dioxide
levels (CO2) was acknowledged in Kyoto in
December  1997.  In  the  present  climate

change scenario, the international commu-
nity is increasingly made aware of the fact
that the alleviation of global warming can-
not  be achieved  without  the  inclusion of
forests  in  the  mitigation  plan.  Reducing
Emissions  from  Deforestation  and  Forest
Degradation and enhancing forest carbon
(REDD+)  is  a  new initiative of  the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).  It  is  led by developing
countries  with  rich  forest  cover  and  calls

for  economic  incentives  to  reduce  the
emissions of greenhouse gases from defor-
estation and forest degradation in develop-
ing  countries  (Gibbs  et  al.  2007).  Beyond
carbon  sequestration,  REDD+  is  also  ex-
pected to play a major role in other ecosys-
tem services and has the potential to gen-
erate  benefits  for  indigenous  and  local
communities.  To  achieve  and  optimize
these “co-benefits”, the developing coun-
tries  need  to  have  well-established  esti-
mates of forest carbon densities or stocks
for a successful implementation of mitigat-
ing policies and to take advantage of  the
REDD+ programme (Saatchi et al. 2011). Ac-
cording to  Canadell & Raupach (2008), in-
creasing the carbon density or stock of ex-
isting forests is also an important option in
this  regard.  It  is  therefore vital  to  under-
stand  the  potential  role  of  forests,  espe-
cially  tropical  forest,  in  curtailing  the  im-
pact  of  global  warming.  As  the  climate
change debate  progresses,  policy  makers
also require more scientific and reliable in-
formation on the current status of carbon
storage that would benefit in effective re-
source management, in developing policies
and  setting  priorities  for  the  forest  in
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Abstract
A novel, simple, effective and rapid fluorescence sensing platform was fabricated using
green silver nanoparticles from Agaricus Bispores (AgNP-AB).AgNP-AB was synthesized
by microwave reactor. The synthesized AgNPs have been used for the fluorescence
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Abstract In our previous works, we have analyzed the evo-
lution of bulk viscous matter dominated universe with a more
general form for bulk viscous coefficient, ζ = ζ0+ζ1

ȧ
a +ζ2

ä
ȧ

and also carried out the dynamical system analysis. We found
that the model reasonably describes the evolution of the uni-
verse if the viscous coefficient is a constant. In the present
work we are contrasting this model with the standard ΛCDM
model of the universe using the Bayesian method. We have
shown that, even though the viscous model gives a reasonable
back ground evolution of the universe, the Bayes factor of
the model indicates that, it is not so superior over the ΛCDM
model, but have a slight advantage over it.

1 Introduction

Many observations lead to the conclusion that the present
universe is accelerating [1–6]. The reason for this accel-
eration was attributed to the dominant presence of a new
cosmic component called dark energy. The ΛCDM model
came out as the most successful one for explaining this late
time acceleration of the universe. In this model the cosmo-
logical constant is being considered as the dark energy. But
the model is plagued with severe drawbacks. The foremost
among them is the cosmological constant problem and is
about the discrepancy between the observed and predicted
values of the dark energy density, which is of the order of
120. The other is the coincidence problem, the mysterious
coincidence between the energy densities of the dark energy
and dark matter component during the current epoch of the
universe in spite of their completely different evolution his-
tory. This motivates a large class of models with varying dark
energy density [7–14]. Perfect fluid models like Chaplygin

a e-mail: athirasnair91@cusat.ac.in
b e-mail: jerinmohandk@cusat.ac.in
c e-mail: moncyjohn@yahoo.co.uk
d e-mail: titus@cusat.ac.in

gas model [15,16] would be an alternate suggestion, due to
their ability to explain both the deceleration and late acceler-
ation by a single cosmic component, which thus effectively
leads to a unification of the dark matter and dark energy
sectors. There were also attempts to study this phenomenon
by modifying the geometry part of the gravity theories, like
f (R) gravity [17–19], f (T ) gravity [20,21], Gauss-Bonnet
theory [22], Lovelock gravity [23], Horava-Lifshitz gravity
[24], scalar–tensor theories [25], braneworld models [26] etc.

As in the case of the Chaplygin gas model, another pos-
sibility of the unified description of both dark energy and
dark matter arises in the dissipative fluid models. It has been
shown that the early inflationary period of the universe can
be due to the presence of an imperfect fluid with bulk vis-
cosity [27–31]. This motivates the study of the dissipative
cosmologies in the context of the late acceleration of the
universe [32–37]. In [33], by considering a single cosmic
component, which is the dark matter with bulk viscosity,
ζ(ρ) = αρm with α and m being constants, the authors have
shown that, the universe can make a transition from a deceler-
ating phase to a late accelerating phase and ultimately to a de
Sitter epoch. Inspite of this good background evolution, the
model have come across with some negative aspects while
analysing the structure formation. For instance, in reference
[33] with ζ = αρ−0.4 the authors have shown that the density
perturbation would rapidly be damped out, which adversely
affect mainly the CMBR. It may be due to the power factor
of the density − 0.4, which was obtained by constraining the
model with old supernovae luminosity data by Riess et al.
[1]. At around the same time, in reference [35], the authors
have considered a constant bulk viscous dark matter domi-
nated universe, with 0 < ζ < 3 and predicts that the universe
began with a Big-Bang, followed by a decelerated expansion
epoch and later transition into an accelerated epoch. Later
these authors [36] extended their model by taking varying
bulk viscosity of the form ζ = ζ0 + ζ1 H and found that it
shows a background evolution close to that of the standard
ΛCDM model. In [38], the authors have shown that the data
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Abstract In our previous works, we have analyzed the evo-
lution of bulk viscous matter dominated universe with a more
general form for bulk viscous coefficient, ζ = ζ0+ζ1

ȧ
a +ζ2

ä
ȧ

and also carried out the dynamical system analysis. We found
that the model reasonably describes the evolution of the uni-
verse if the viscous coefficient is a constant. In the present
work we are contrasting this model with the standard ΛCDM
model of the universe using the Bayesian method. We have
shown that, even though the viscous model gives a reasonable
back ground evolution of the universe, the Bayes factor of
the model indicates that, it is not so superior over the ΛCDM
model, but have a slight advantage over it.

1 Introduction

Many observations lead to the conclusion that the present
universe is accelerating [1–6]. The reason for this accel-
eration was attributed to the dominant presence of a new
cosmic component called dark energy. The ΛCDM model
came out as the most successful one for explaining this late
time acceleration of the universe. In this model the cosmo-
logical constant is being considered as the dark energy. But
the model is plagued with severe drawbacks. The foremost
among them is the cosmological constant problem and is
about the discrepancy between the observed and predicted
values of the dark energy density, which is of the order of
120. The other is the coincidence problem, the mysterious
coincidence between the energy densities of the dark energy
and dark matter component during the current epoch of the
universe in spite of their completely different evolution his-
tory. This motivates a large class of models with varying dark
energy density [7–14]. Perfect fluid models like Chaplygin

a e-mail: athirasnair91@cusat.ac.in
b e-mail: jerinmohandk@cusat.ac.in
c e-mail: moncyjohn@yahoo.co.uk
d e-mail: titus@cusat.ac.in

gas model [15,16] would be an alternate suggestion, due to
their ability to explain both the deceleration and late acceler-
ation by a single cosmic component, which thus effectively
leads to a unification of the dark matter and dark energy
sectors. There were also attempts to study this phenomenon
by modifying the geometry part of the gravity theories, like
f (R) gravity [17–19], f (T ) gravity [20,21], Gauss-Bonnet
theory [22], Lovelock gravity [23], Horava-Lifshitz gravity
[24], scalar–tensor theories [25], braneworld models [26] etc.

As in the case of the Chaplygin gas model, another pos-
sibility of the unified description of both dark energy and
dark matter arises in the dissipative fluid models. It has been
shown that the early inflationary period of the universe can
be due to the presence of an imperfect fluid with bulk vis-
cosity [27–31]. This motivates the study of the dissipative
cosmologies in the context of the late acceleration of the
universe [32–37]. In [33], by considering a single cosmic
component, which is the dark matter with bulk viscosity,
ζ(ρ) = αρm with α and m being constants, the authors have
shown that, the universe can make a transition from a deceler-
ating phase to a late accelerating phase and ultimately to a de
Sitter epoch. Inspite of this good background evolution, the
model have come across with some negative aspects while
analysing the structure formation. For instance, in reference
[33] with ζ = αρ−0.4 the authors have shown that the density
perturbation would rapidly be damped out, which adversely
affect mainly the CMBR. It may be due to the power factor
of the density − 0.4, which was obtained by constraining the
model with old supernovae luminosity data by Riess et al.
[1]. At around the same time, in reference [35], the authors
have considered a constant bulk viscous dark matter domi-
nated universe, with 0 < ζ < 3 and predicts that the universe
began with a Big-Bang, followed by a decelerated expansion
epoch and later transition into an accelerated epoch. Later
these authors [36] extended their model by taking varying
bulk viscosity of the form ζ = ζ0 + ζ1 H and found that it
shows a background evolution close to that of the standard
ΛCDM model. In [38], the authors have shown that the data

123
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Abstract
In the present study efforts have been made to prepare organoclay nanocomposites of NR/NBR (natural rubber/nitrile rubber)
blends using 0-4 wt% cloisite 93A by mixing on a laboratory type two-roll mill as per ASTM procedure. The organoclay-filled
NR/NBR blends exhibited high tensile strength due to the formation of inter-phase crosslinks. The modulus values were also
found increase in line with tensile strength. The clay platelets could be aligned in the direction of stretching of the rubber sample
and the strong interfacial interaction between the NR and the NBR chains and the clay platelets could support local load transfer,
resulting in enhanced modulus. The results of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) fractographic analysis were in agreement
with the mechanical test results and support the observed changes in the NR/NBR blend properties as the clay content increases.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images showed intercalated clay layers in both phases of the blend, indicating good
compatibilization. Crosslink densities of the vulcanized samples exhibited an increase in the values on the increase in dosage of
the nanoclay, supporting the fact that high specific surface area of the layered silicates enhanced reinforcement of the polymer
matrix.

Keywords Cloisite 93A . NBR/NR blends . Compatibilization .Morphology . Crosslink density

Introduction

Since no elastomer can exhibit all the properties desired for
a finished product, technologists have been attempting to
incorporate the desirable properties by the process of
blending. Though many reports are available on the prep-
aration of miscible polymers, most of the blends are im-
miscible polymers called hetero-phase blends [1–5]. It has
also been proved by many studies that certain substances
with suitable structure called compatibilizers can enhance
the miscibility of immiscible blends by virtue of their abil-
ity to change interfacial situation [6–9]. Compatibilizers
have multifunctional roles like reducing interfacial tension
between phases, thereby increasing finer dispersion, help-
ing to increase stability against segregation, and enhancing
the interfacial adhesion.

Number of compatibilizers has been applied in the prepa-
ration of elastomer blends. Sirisinha et al. [10] has been re-
ported that for (20 /80) Natural rubber (NR) / Nitrile butadiene
rubber (NBR) blend, the oil resistance was higher when the
size of the NR dispersed phase was smaller. Investigation by
Mathai et al. [11] indicated that the equilibrium solvent uptake
decreases with an increase in the concentration of NBR.
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Abstract
Terminalia bellirica (Gaertn.) Roxb. (Family: Combretaceae), known as Bhibhitaki in Sanskrit and locally known as Behera 
in India, has been used for centuries in Ayurveda, a universal system of medicine in India. The dried fruit of T. bellirica 
is used for the treatment of several disorders. The present study aims to explore the anti-inflammatory effects of aqueous 
acetone extracts isolated from T. bellirica (AATB) in RAW 264.7 cell lines. The AATB was prepared from the fruits of T. 
bellirica. Different concentrations of AATB (6.25–100 μg/ml) were used for MTT assay. The anti-inflammatory effect of 
AATB was evaluated by using different assays such as total cyclooxygenase (COX), 5-lipoxygenase (5-LOX) activity, nitrate 
and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production. The mRNA level expression of COX-2, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-
α) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) were studied in LPS stimulated RAW 264.7 cells. AATB treatment significantly diminished the 
elevated levels of inflammatory markers. Moreover, AATB downregulated the mRNA level expression of TNF-α, IL-6 and 
COX-2 genes. The result of our study suggest the use of AATB and is able to reduce inflammatory conditions associated 
with various diseases.

Keywords Terminalia bellirica · Inflammation · Cytokines · Interleukin-6

Introduction

Inflammation is the response of living tissue to injury. The 
term “inflammation” is derived from a Latin word ‘inflam-
matio’ meaning to set on fire, is a significant process in the 
body’s defense system, which acts to eliminate and repair 
damaged tissue or to neutralize harmful agents (Ferrero-Mil-
iani et al. 2007). TLR-4 is a member of the Toll-like receptor 
family of proteins and has been putatively identified as Lps, 
the gene essential for active responses to lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS) in mammals(Chow et al. 1999). Lipopolysaccharide, a 
component of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacte-
ria, is a potent activator of a variety of mammalian cell types 
(Schletter et al. 1995). Activation of LPS-responsive cells, 
such as monocytes and macrophages, occurs rapidly after 
LPS interacts with TLR-4(Ulevitch and Tobias 1995). LPS 

has been shown to initiate multiple intracellular signalling 
stages(Sweet and Hume 1996), including the activation of 
nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB), which eventually leads to 
the synthesis and release of a number of proinflammatory 
mediators like IL-6, COX-2 and tumour necrosis factor-
α(Schletter et al. 1995).

Arachidonic acid, the major polyunsaturated fatty acid 
present in mammalian systems, is the precursor for pros-
taglandins synthesis by cyclooxygenase pathway. COX-2 
is an inducible enzyme responsible for the production of 
pro-inflammatory prostaglandins causing inflammation and 
pain (Masferrer et al. 1994). Leukotrienes (LTs) are lipid sig-
nalling molecules derived from arachidonic acid (AA) that 
initiate and amplify innate and adaptive immune responses 
by regulating the recruitment and activation of leukocytes 
in inflamed tissues. 5-LOX catalyse the synthesis of leukot-
rienes from arachidonic acid(Cho et al. 2011). With infec-
tious and pro-inflammatory stimuli, iNOS protein is highly 
induced to produce NO in a micromolar range, whereas 
NO generation from nNOS and eNOS enzymes is constant 
and within the nanomolar range(Murakami and Ohigashi 
2007). Myeloperoxidase (MPO), a heme protein released 

Inflammopharmacology
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by leukocytes, is one of the most widely studied molecules 
during the last decade; it plays a specific role in inflamma-
tion and oxidative stress at the cellular level. It has become 
increasingly recognized that MPO performs a very crucial 
role as part of the innate immune system through the forma-
tion of microbicidal reactive oxidants, while it affects the 
arterial endothelium(Anatoliotakis et al. 2013). The ubiq-
uitous nuclear factor kappa B signalling pathway plays cen-
tral role in regulating inflammation through transcription of 
pro-inflammatory genes COX-2, TNF-α and IL-6(Tak and 
Firestein 2001).

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are the 
analgesics most frequently used world-wide to treat inflam-
matory diseases (Camu et al. 2003). NSAIDs are capable of 
inducing various side effects(Whelton and Hamilton 1991). 
Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop an anti-inflam-
matory drug from plants with minimal or no side effects. 
A large number of plants and plant-based products used in 
traditional medicine have now become a part of the modern 
world health care system (Dubey et al. 2004). Terminalia 
bellirica (Gaertn.) Roxb. (Combretaceae), known as Bhib-
hitaki in Sanskrit and locally called Behera in India, is a 
large deciduous tree found throughout India except for the 
dry western regions up to an elevation of 900 m (Jayesh et al. 
2017a, 2018). The fruits, apart from being an integral part 
of Triphala, are widely used in different traditional thera-
peutic formulations in the indigenous system of medicine, 
either alone or in combination with other plant-based drugs 
(Meena et al. 2009). The fruits elicit various pharmaco-
logical properties like antioxidant, antidiabetic, analgesic, 
antipyretic, antihelminthic, hepato protective (Jayesh et al. 
2017b) and antidiarrhoeal in its different extracts (Deb et al. 
2016). Since tests began for these pharmacological proper-
ties, no anti-inflammatory property has yet been found, so 
current studies focus on anti-inflammatory properties of the 
plant extract AATB on RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cell 
lines.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents

All chemicals used in this study were of analytical reagent 
grade. Biochemical reagents were purchased from Merck, 
India. Tissue culture plates were purchased from Tarson, 
India.

Plant material

Authenticated fruits collected during April–May 2015 from 
wild plants of T. bellirica were purchased from Kerala Forest 
Research Institute, Peechi, India. The specimen sample was 

deposited at the institute with voucher number SBSBRL 23. 
After drying in shade for few days, the fruits were de-seeded, 
finely powdered and stored in an airtight container until used 
for extraction.

Preparation of extract

The fruit powder (50 g) was defatted with petroleum ether 
and then extracted with 70% aqueous acetone (300 ml) in 
a mechanical shaker for 72 h. The extracts were filtered 
through Whatman No. 1 filter paper, concentrated to dryness 
in a rotary evaporator, lyophilized and then stored at 4° C 
until use. The percentage of yield was found to be 7.53%.

HPLC analysis of AATB

HPLC analysis of AATB was done using a Waters HPLC 
system Model 1525 equipped with dual pump and a UV 
detector. The mobile phase was a mixture of solvents: ace-
tonitrile (Solvent A) and (0.05%) TFA in water (Solvent 
B, pH 2.25). The chromatographic separation was carried 
out in a linear gradient elution mode on an RP-18 column 
(SunFire, Waters, USA) with 5 μm particle size, 4.6 mm 
internal diameter and 150 mm length as follows: 0 min 90% 
B, 10 min 80% B, 15 min 72% B, 20 min 65% B, 25 min 
50% B and then at 26 min restoring the initial condition at 
35 min. The mobile phase flow rate was 1.0 mL/min, and 
the injection volume was 20 µL. The chromatographic runs 
were carried out at 25 °C. The photodiode array detector 
wavelength was set at at 270 nm for the determination of 
different components.

Cell culture and treatments

RAW 264.7 macrophage cell line was purchased from the 
National Centre for Cell Sciences (NCCS), Pune, India and 
maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (Gibco, 
Invitrogen). The lipopolysaccharide (1 µg/mL) was used to 
activate the inflammatory response in RAW 264.7 cells. The 
different concentration (6.25, 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 µg/mL) of 
the sample solution was added to the LPS stimulated RAW 
cells. Diclofenac sodium was used as standard drug and 
incubated for 24 h. After incubation, the anti-inflammatory 
assays were performed using the cell lysates.

Measurement of cell viability by MTT assay

The MTT assay was performed by using the procedure 
described by Talarico et al. (Talarico et al. 2004). Absorb-
ance of the formazan solution was quantified by an ELISA 
microplate reader at 570 nm.
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Measurement of total COX activity

The COX activity was analysed by the method of Shimizu 
et al. (Shimizu et al. 1981). COX activity was determined 
by reading absorbance at 632 nm.

Measurement of 5‑LOX activity

The 5-LOX activity was estimated as per the method 
described by Axelrod et al. (1981).

Measurement of myeloperoxidase activity

Myeloperoxidase activity was assayed by the method 
described by Suzuki et al. (1983).

Estimation of cellular nitrate levels

The nitrate level was estimated by Greiss reaction 
described by (Bryan and Grisham 2007).

Measurement of inducible nitric oxide synthase

Nitric oxide synthase was determined by the method 
described by Salter et al. (1996).

Imaging and quantification of intracellular ROS 
generation

The ROS level was determined by the procedure described 
by Vysakh et al. and the fluorescence was measured using 
a fluorimeter at 470 nm excitation and emission at 635 nm 
(Qubit 3.0, Life technologies, USA) and expressed in 
arbitrary units (Vysakh et al. 2018).

Reverse transcription‑polymerase chain reaction

The gene level expression of COX-2, TNF-α, IL-6 mRNA 
was measured by semi-quantitative Reverse Transcrip-
tion-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) (Vysakh 
et al. 2018). The sequence of primers used for the study 
was depicted in Table 1.

Statistical analysis

All the data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
(n = 3) and the results were analysed by one-way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s post hoc analysis using GraphPad 
Prism© version 5.03 for Windows (GraphPad Software, 
San Diego, CA, USA). A value of p ˂0.05 was considered as 
statistically significant.

Results

HPLC analysis of AATB

HPLC analysis of AATB shows the presence of compounds 
like Ellagic acid, Ferulic acid and quercetin. The compounds 
were identified by using standards of the pure compounds. 
The ellagic acid standard has a retention time value of 
11.08 min, ferulic acid standard has a retention time value 
of 11.49 min and quercetin standard has a retention time 
value of 13.05, respectively. AATB have retention time val-
ues of 11.09, 11.84, 13.38, respectively, which corresponds 
to retention time values of the standard compounds (Fig. 1).

Invitro cytotoxicity against RAW 264.7 murine 
macrophage cell lines

For determining the cell viability, we used MTT assay. Cell 
viabilities at different plant concentrations (6.25, 12.5, 25, 
50 and 100 µg/ml) were studied and it was found that at 
100 µg/ml of sample concentration, 84.48% of cells were 
viable. From this assay we understood that, at higher con-
centration (100 µg/ml) the cell growth was effective; there-
fore, our plant extract (AATB) is non-toxic and did not show 
any cytotoxic effect. So 25, 50 and 100 µg/ml doses were 
used for further studies (Fig. 2).

Inhibition of total COX activity by AATB plant extract

AATB extract inhibited total COX activity in a dose-depend-
ent manner. When RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cells 
were induced with LPS (1 μg/ml), the total COX activity was 
shown to be increased. When treated with AATB extract, 
the total COX activity was significantly decreased (p ˂  0.05) 
as compared to the different concentrations of the standard 

Table 1  The sequence of 
primers used for the study

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

COX -2 5′-GGA GAG ACT ATC AAG ATA GT-3′ 5′-ATG GTC AGT AGA CTT TTA CA-3′
IL-6 5′-GGT ACA TCC TCG ACG GCA TCT-3′ 5′-GAG GAT ACC ACT CCC AAC AGACC3′
TNF-α 5′-CCC AGG CAG TCA GAT CAT CTTC-3′ 5′-AGC TGC CCC TCA GCT TGA 3′
GAPDH 5′AAT GCA TCC TGC ACC ACC AAC TGC -3′ 5′GGA GGC CAT GTA GGC CAT GAG GTC 3′
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drug diclofenac. The total COX activity was represented as 
percentage of inhibition (Fig. 3).

Inhibition of total 5‑LOX activity by AATB plant 
extract

AATB extract inhibited 5-LOX activity in a dose-dependent 
manner. When RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cells were 
induced with LPS (1 μg/ml), the total 5-LOX activity was 
shown to be increased. When treated with AATB extract, 

the 5-LOX activity was significantly decreased (p ˂  0.05) 
as compared to the standard drug diclofenac. At 100 µg/ml 
AATB concentration, 54.34% of 5-LOX inhibitory activity 
was observed (Fig. 4).

Effect of AATB on nitrate level

When RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cell lines were 
induced with LPS, the nitrate levels increased abruptly. 
Treatment with AATB extract significantly decreased 

Fig. 1  HPLC analysis of AATB. a AATB, b ellagic acid standard, c ferulic acid standard, d quercetin standard

Fig. 2  Effect of AATB on cell 
viability in Raw 264.7 cells. 
The effect of AATB at various 
concentrations (6.25–100 μg/
ml) on cell viability in RAW 
264.7 cells determined using 
MTT assay. Values are means of 
three replicate determinations 
(n = 3) ± standard deviation
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(p ˂  0.05) the nitrate level as compared to LPS control 
(Fig. 5).

Inhibition of myeloperoxidase activity by AATB 
extract

In LPS induced RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cell lines, 
an increase in MPO activity was observed. Treatment with 
AATB plant extract showed a significant decrease (p ˂  0.05) 
in MPO activity at 100 µg/ml sample concentration (Fig. 6).

Effect of AATB on iNOS production

iNOS is an important marker in inflammation. In LPS 
induced RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cell lines, a sig-
nificant increase in iNOS activity was observed. The AATB 
plant extract treatment significantly decrease (p ˂  0.05) the 
iNOS activity at 100 µg/ml sample concentration when com-
pared to the LPS control (Fig. 7).

Effect of AATB on intracellular ROS generation

The LPS stimulation increases the ROS level in RAW 264.7 
murine macrophage cells. The significant reduction in ROS 
level was observed in AATB treated cells as compared to LPS 
control. Results are depicted in Fig. 8.

Gene expression studies

During LPS stimulation in RAW 264.7 murine macrophage 
cell lines, inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-6 and 
inflammatory marker genes like COX-2 were markedly upreg-
ulated. Downregulated expression of TNF-α, IL-6 and COX-2 
were seen in AATB treated group as compared to LPS treated 
groups (Fig. 9).

Fig. 3  Effect of AATB on total 
COX activity in RAW 264.7 
cells: RAW 264.7 cells were 
pre-treated with LPS (1 μg/ml) 
concentration for 1 h and then 
incubated with AATB at vari-
ous concentrations (25, 50 and 
100 μg/ml) for 24 h along with 
the standard drug diclofenac 
(DIC). Values are means of 
three replicate determinations 
(n = 3) ± standard deviation
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Fig. 4  Effect of AATB on 
5-LOX activity in RAW 264.7 
cells: RAW 264.7 cells were 
pre-treated with LPS (1 μg/ml) 
concentration for 1 h and then 
incubated with AATB at vari-
ous concentrations (25, 50 and 
100 μg/ml) for 24 h along with 
the standard drug diclofenac 
(DIC). Values are means of 
three replicate determinations 
(n = 3) ± standard deviation
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Discussion

Inflammation is a complex biological reaction to harmful 
stimuli and is associated with many pathophysiological 
conditions (Park et al. 2010). Macrophages play an essen-
tial role in local host defense and inflammatory responses 
(Park et al. 2010). In response to inflammatory stimuli, 
activated macrophages produce various proinflammatory 
factors, including COX-2, TNF-α, IL-6, iNOS and nitric 
oxide (NO) (Manzi and Wasko 2000). NO is produced 
by mammalian cells and performs an important role in 

many diseases such as inflammation, hypertension, diabe-
tes, rheumatoid arthritis, bowel disease and atherosclero-
sis (Kolesov et al. 2013). LPS stimulation in RAW 264.7 
murine macrophage cells reinforces the enzymatic activity 
of both COX and 5-LOX, which in turn activate the tre-
mendous production of prostaglandins and leukotrienes. 
COX catalyzes the biosynthesis of inflammatory media-
tors such as prostaglandin, thromboxane and prostacyclin. 
Inhibition of COX was treated to be partly answerable for 
the anti-inflammatory activity (Zhao et al. 2009).

Traditional plant-based therapeutic agents have been 
getting overwhelming attention and popularity because of 

Fig. 5  Effect of AATB on 
nitrate level in RAW 264.7 
cells: RAW 264.7 cells were 
pre-treated with LPS (1 μg/
ml) concentration for 1 h and 
then incubated with AATB at 
various concentrations (25, 
50 and 100 μg/ml) and DIC 
for 24 h. Values are means of 
three replicate determinations 
(n = 3) ± standard  deviation. a 
statistically different from LPS 
control

Fig. 6  Effect of AATB on MPO 
activity in RAW 264.7 cells. 
RAW 264.7 murine macrophage 
cells were pre-treated with LPS 
(1 μg/ml) concentration for 1 h 
and then incubated with AATB 
(25, 50, 100 μg/ml) and the 
standard drug diclofenac (DIC) 
at a concentration of 10 μg/ml 
for 24 h. Values are means of 
three replicate determinations 
(n = 3) ± standard deviation. 
astatistically different from LPS 
control
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the presumption that they are safe, nontoxic and effective 
in providing the health benefits (Manaharan et al. 2014). 
T. bellirica (Gaertn.) Roxb is a traditional medicinal plant 
used for diarrhoea, dyspepsia, biliousness, cough, bronchi-
tis and upper respiratory tract infections, tropical pulmo-
nary eosinophilia and allergic eruptions in the traditional 
systems of medicine (Khare 2007). Various parts of the 
plant have been used as a medicinal agent and there are 
several reports regarding the medicinal value of the plant 
(Desai et al. 2014). The current studies focus on the anti-
inflammatory activity of RAW 264.7 murine macrophage 
cell line on AATB plant extract.

The AATB plant extract at higher concentration (100 µg/
ml) did not show any toxicity in MTT assay. Therefore, the 
AATB plant extract can be used for studies on anti-inflam-
matory activity without any side effects.

COX-1 and COX-2 are the isoforms of cyclooxygenase 
enzymes and produce prostaglandins via arachidonic acid 
metabolic pathway (Graham et al. 2013). COX-2 is expressed 
in case of inflammatory stimuli and present in macrophages, 
leukocytes, fibroblasts and synovial cells. The treatment of 
AATB reduces the total COX activity in a dose-dependent 
manner and also helps to downregulate the COX-2 gene, 
one of the key markers specific for inflammation. The result 

Fig. 7  Effect of AATB on 
iNOS activity in RAW 264.7 
cells: RAW 264.7 cells were 
pre-treated with LPS (1 μg/ml) 
concentration for 1 h and then 
incubated with AATB at vari-
ous concentrations (25, 50 and 
100 μg/ml) for 24 h. Values are 
means of three replicate deter-
minations (n = 3) ± standard 
deviation. a statistically different 
from LPS control

Fig. 8  Fluorescent staining of ROS generation in RAW 264.7 cells: 
RAW 264.7 cells treated with AATB at a concentration of 100 μg/ml. 
The fluorescence was measured using a fluorimeter at 470 nm excita-

tion and emission at 635 nm (Qubit 3.0, Life technologies, USA) and 
expressed in arbitrary units. a LPS; b LPS + AATB. Values are mean 
of three replicate determinations (n = 3) ± standard deviation
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from the present study shows that AATB has the ability to 
supress COX-2 expression and ameliorate the inflammation. 
The AATB attained this via blockage of arachidonic acid 
pathway of prostaglandin synthesis.

5-LOX catalyses the production of leukotrienes from 
arachidonic acid; it is generally produced from cell types 
that drive inflammatory processes like macrophages and 
neutrophils (Liu et al. 1991). The current study was car-
ried out to evaluate 5-LOX activity in RAW 264.7 cells. 
During inflammation in LPS stimulated RAW264.7 murine 
macrophage cell lines, 5-LOX activity was shown to be 
increased (Pramod et al. 2015). This was diminished when 
the cells were treated with AATB plant extract. Therefore, 
our plant extract has the potential to inhibit the 5-LOX activ-
ity, so it can be used as a 5-LOX inhibiting drug.

Similarly, we evaluated the nitrate level and iNOS activity 
in LPS stimulated RAW264.7 murine macrophage cell lines. 
NO is a highly reactive free radical and a multifunctional 
gaseous molecule synthesized from l-arginine by iNOS and 
is related to various physiological and pathophysiological 
processes, including vascular functions, neurological func-
tions and cytotoxic functions in activated inflammatory 
cells (Kubes and McCafferty 2000). iNOS and nitrate level 
activity has shown to be increased by treating with LPS, 
whereas treatment with AATB plant extract showed suffi-
cient decrease in nitrate level and iNOS level as compared 
to the standard drug DIC.

MPO plays a central role in oxidant production by neu-
trophils. Also, it is the most abundant pro-inflammatory 
enzyme (Pulli et al. 2013; Dillingh et al. 2014) which is 
secreted during inflammatory response and contributes 
to arthritis development (Breckwoldt et al. 2008; García 

et al. 2014). MPO activity was determined in LPS stimu-
lated RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cell lines. Upon LPS 
stimulation, the MPO activity was shown to be increased, 
whereas treatment with AATB extract decreased the MPO 
activity. So, our plant extract can be used as a powerful drug 
to inhibit MPO activity in RAW 264.7 murine macrophage 
cell lines.

Reactive oxygen species are the key factor behind the 
progression of inflammatory disorders. An elevated level 
of ROS generation at the site of inflammation by polymor-
phonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) causes endothelial dysfunc-
tion and tissue injury (Mittal et al. 2014). The ROS activity 
within the cell was measured by using dichloro-dihydro-
fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) assay. The DCFH-DA dif-
fused into the cell and was deacetylated by cellular esterases. 
The non-fluorescent compound produced during deacetyla-
tion was later oxidized by ROS into 2′, 7′ –dichlorofluorescin 
(DCF) which emits green fluorescence upon excitation with 
a blue filter (Ramachandran et al. 2014). ROS production 
was increased upon LPS stimulation, and was reduced to 
normal levels by AATB plant extract. Therefore, our plant 
extract has high anti-oxidant properties.

Cytokines are the important biomolecules that can act 
as both anti-inflammatory or pro-inflammatory in nature. 
The inflammatory cytokines, like tumour necrosis factor-
alpha and IL-6, are produced by activated monocytes, 
macrophages, fibroblasts, mast cells and natural killer cells 
(Chandrasenan et al. 2016). Blocking of these cytokines is 
considered an effective therapeutic approach to treat inflam-
matory diseases (Esposito and Cuzzocrea 2009; Tanaka 
et al. 2012). Besides inflammatory cytokines, prostaglan-
din E2 also plays a vital role in inflammatory response. 

Fig. 9  RT-PCR gel of COX-2, IL-6, TNF-α mRNA in RAW 264.7 
cells: Inhibitory effect of AATB on the expression of the proinflam-
matory markers like COX-2, and cytokines like IL-6, TNF-α was 
determined by reverse transcriptase-PCR. GAPDH was used as the 
control. The gene expression of COX-2, IL-6 and TNF-α in the LPS 

stimulated group was upregulated. Downregulated expressions of 
COX-2, IL-6 and TNF-α were seen in the AATB treated group as 
compared to the LPS treated group. AATB: Aqueous Acetone frac-
tion of T. bellirica 
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Cyclooxygenase-2 is the key enzyme behind the produc-
tion of PGE2 and is stimulated by cytokines, endotoxin, or 
growth factors (Kang et al. 2007). Nuclear factor kappa-B 
also plays an important role in the production of these pro-
inflammatory mediators (Saklatvala et al. 2003). The LPS 
treatment in RAW 264.7 macrophages initiates the upregula-
tion of proinflammatory cytokines such as tumour necrosis 
factor-alpha, interleukin-6 and proinflammatory mediator 
enzyme COX-2. The upregulated expressions of these genes 
were suppressed by the treatment of AATB at a concentra-
tion of 100 μg/ml. This result showed the potential effect of 
AATB in curing inflammatory mediators generated during 
inflammation via various pathways.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our findings indicate that AATB was able to 
attenuate the chronic inflammatory response by suppress-
ing many inflammatory mediators including COX-2, 5-LOX, 
MPO, NO, iNOS level and ROS in RAW 264.7 murine mac-
rophage cells stimulated with LPS. Furthermore, AATB sup-
pressed the mRNA expressions of genes like COX-2, TNF-α 
and IL-6, so our plant extract has high anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant properties, and hence may be used as a potent 
natural anti-inflammatory therapeutic agent.
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Abstract
This review (with (318) refs) describes progress made in the design and synthesis of morphologically different metal oxide
nanoparticles made from iron, manganese, titanium, copper, zinc, zirconium, cobalt, nickel, tungsten, silver, and vanadium. It also
covers respective composites and their function and application in the field of electrochemical and photoelectrochemical sensing of
chemical and biochemical species. The proper incorporation of chemical functionalities into these nanomaterials warrants effective
detection of target molecules including DNA hybridization and sensing of DNA or the formation of antigen/antibody complexes.
Significant data are summarized in tables. The review concludes with a discussion or current challenge and future perspectives.

Keywords Electrochemical sensing .Graphene .MWCNT .MCo2O4
.Nickelhydroxideelectrodes .Electrocatalysis .Molecular

imprinted polymer sensor . Sensitivity . Modified electrode . Amperometry

Introduction

Highly sensitive novel electroanalytical devices fabricated on
nanostructured metal oxides are cost-effective and improve
selectivity when coupled to biorecognition molecules [1].
Metal oxide nanoparticles (MO NPs) with different morphol-
ogies have been made through versatile methods. These MO
NPs exhibit various types of electrical and photochemical
properties due to their size, stability, and high surface area.
The main functions of metal nanoparticles in electroanalysis
involve the toughening of the conductive sensing interface,
the catalytic properties of nanoparticles allowing their expan-
sion with metals and the electrical contact of redox-centers in
proteins with the surface of the transducers [2].

The fast electron transfer between the transducer and analyte
molecule in presence of metal nanoparticles considered them as
Belectronic wires^ and Belectrocatalysts^ because of its
nanosize and structure [3]. The biocompatible MO NPs are
generally used to immobilize biomolecules for the fabrication
of immunosensors, enzyme sensors, and DNA sensors, while
semiconducting nanoparticles are mainly used as markers and

tracers in the electrochemical study [4]. The strong affinity of
MO NPs to the surface of the working electrode can be
achieved by various techniques including physical adsorption,
electrodeposition, chemical covalent bonding and
electropolymerization [5].

Major transition MO NPs included in this review are oxides
of iron, copper, cobalt, nickel, manganese, titanium, silver, va-
nadium, zirconium, zinc, and tungsten. Some disadvantages of
these MO NPs are, they have wide band gap making them as
semiconductors or even insulators, poor ion transport kinetics
[6] and the pulverization of electrode film resulting from the
pronounced volume expansion and contraction during the
charging/discharging processes [7]. These unpleasant difficul-
ties can be overcome by the hybridization with carbonaceous
materials, other metal nanoparticles, and polymers (Fig. 1).
This review emphasizes the significance of MO NPs in biolog-
ical and chemical sensors. Nevertheless, as far as we know, no
broad review based onMONPs in electrochemical sensing has
been reported so far.

Iron oxide nanoparticles

Hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles impart
a novel area in electrochemical sensing. The oxidation state is
Fe3+ in Fe2O3 and two oxidation states such as Fe

2+ and Fe3+

in Fe3O4. The higher electrical conductivity of Fe3O4 at room
temperature is due to the electron hopping processes between

* Beena Mathew
beenamathew@mgu.ac.in

1 School of Chemical Sciences, Mahatma Gandhi University,
Kottayam 686560, Kerala, India
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Cobalt-catalyzed C–H activation: recent progress in heterocyclic chemistry

Sankuviruthiyil M. Ujwaldev,    Nissy Ann Harry,    Mathiyazhagan Arun Divakar   and  Gopinathan Anilkumar  *   

Abstract

Cobalt-catalyzed C–H activation has gone through some major advancements in the past couple of

decades. These reactions have proven to be highly efficient, selective, and atom-economical

transformations without the requirement for pre-functionalization. These methodologies have found

wide applications in heterocyclic chemistry for the synthesis and functionalization of heterocycles.

This review focuses on the recent contributions made by cobalt-catalyzed C–H activation protocols

toward heterocyclic chemistry from 2016 to 2018.
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Green silver nanoparticles as a multifunctional sensor for toxic Cd(II) ions

Archana Aravind,    Maria Sebastian   and  Beena Mathew  *   

Abstract

A highly sensitive and selective technique was developed for the detection of Cd(II) ions using green

synthesized silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) from Allium sativum (AS) extract without any surface

functionalization. The synthesized AgNP-AS was characterized by various analytical techniques. The

aggregation of Cd(II) ions with AgNP-AS produces a color change from brown to golden yellow. The

Cd(II) ion aggregation with AgNP-AS was studied by UV-vis spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy,

and electrochemical techniques. The limit of detection of the system was calculated by differential

pulse voltammetry (DPV) and it was found to be 0.277 μM. The synthesized AgNP-AS shows high

selectivity towards Cd(II) ions compared with various metal ions such as Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), Cr(III), Fe(II),

Pb(II), Co(II) and Hg(II) ions. Furthermore, AgNP-AS was applied for the sensing of Cd(II) ions in real

samples collected from a lake, pigment, cosmetic product, and fertilizer industries. The synthesized

AgNP-AS also exhibited antibacterial properties against waterborne bacteria like Escherichia coli and

Staphylococcus aureus extracted from the lake water sample collected from the Ashtamudi lake,

Kollam, Kerala.
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Halogen bond shortens and strengthens the bridge bond of [1.1.1]propellane and the open form of
[2.2.2]propellane†

Jyothish Joy,     Edakkandy Akhil   and  Eluvathingal D. Jemmis  *   

Abstract

Detailed electronic structural analysis of [1.1.1]propellane and the open form of [2.2.2]propellane,

especially their highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), shows the existence of significant

electronic congestion at their bridge bond. The HOMO of [1.1.1]propellane is a spread-out orbital of

its inverted tetrahedral bridgehead atoms. The HOMO of the open form of [2.2.2]propellane is an

anti-bonding combination of its bridgehead atoms due to the stabilizing through-bond interaction.

This unique spatial disposition of the HOMO enables a high electron density at the bridgehead atoms.

Herein, we utilize the electron scavenging power of halogen bond donors to extract a fraction of

destabilizing electrons from the bridge bond with the aim to alleviate its electronic congestion, which

results in shortening and strengthening of the bridge bond with a reduction in the bond order. This

result answers the seminal question raised by K. B. Wiberg in 1983, how can one have a relatively

‘strong bond’ without much bonding character?”
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Biobased Aerogels: Polysaccharide and Protein-based Materials

Chapter 1

Polysaccharide and Protein Based Aerogels: An Introductory Outlook

Rubie Mavelil-Sam, Laly A. Pothan and Sabu Thomas

Since the conception of aerogels in 1931 by Steven Kistler, they have become an advanced material

of interest to scientists around the globe. Over recent years, as with other emerging materials,

aerogels have taken a paradigm shift to more bio-based precursors. The underlying theme in this

chapter, and in this book in general, comprises of a useful summary of the current progress and

topical developments in the study of such bio-based aerogels composed of polysaccharides and

proteins.
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Biobased Aerogels: Polysaccharide and Protein-based Materials

Chapter 13

Applications of Aerogels in Aerospace and Packaging

Cintil Jose Chirayil, Jithin Joy, Lovely Mathew and Sabu Thomas

Polysaccharides and proteins are regarded as the key ingredients for the production of bio-based

materials in life sciences (e.g. food, cosmetics, medical devices, pharmaceuticals, aerospace

materials, and packaging, etc.). The biodegradability and biocompatibility of these biopolymers,

coupled to the large variety of chemical functionalities they encompass, make them promising

candidates for aerospace and packaging applications. Case studies on polysaccharide-based

aerogels from several sources and our own results, as well as their behaviour regarding packaging

and aerospace applications, are described. This chapter focuses on the state of the art of the

evolution of aerogels in general, with an emphasis on their functions and significance in previous

astronautical applications. Future outer-space applications have been proposed in line with the

current research trend.
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Green and facile approach to prepare
polypropylene/in situ reduced graphene oxide
nanocomposites with excellent electromagnetic
interference shielding properties†

Gejo George,a Sanu Mathew Simon,a Prakashan V. P.,a Sajna M. S.,a

Muhammad Faisal,b Runcy Wilson,c Anoop Chandran,d Biju P. R.,a Cyriac Joseph a

and N. V. Unnikrishnan *a

The present work discloses the admirable electromagnetic interference shielding effectiveness (�50 dB at X

and Ku Bands) realized by means of excellent dispersion state of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) in

a polypropylene (PP) matrix, even at high concentrations (20 wt%). This was achieved by means of a latex

method (polymer matrix; here PP in the aqueous emulsion state) combined with in situ reduction of

graphene oxide using L-ascorbic acid as the reducing agent (green approach). A probable reaction

mechanism between the maleic acid anhydride part of the PP matrix with the remaining –OH groups of

rGO which may further assist in the better dispersion of graphene is also suggested. The prepared PP/

rGO nanocomposites showed a percolation threshold in between that of 1.5 and 3 wt% rGO content.

The microcapacitor and the conductive pathway formation in the system are explained nicely with the

help of a schematic diagram. The electromagnetic interference shielding effectiveness (EMI SE) of 50 and

48 dB achieved for the X and Ku-bands for the 20 wt% rGO filled sample is one of the best among

current works based on GO as the filler. The thermal stability of the samples increased marginally due to

the addition of thermally stable rGO. The crystallization temperature increased with increasing rGO

content owing to its good nucleating ability, whereas the melting characteristics shifted from double to

single melting behavior possibly due to the ability of rGO to explicitly nucleate a particular polymorph of

PP. A simple, cost efficient, green and promising approach to prepare non-polar polymer/graphene

nanocomposites with a good dispersion state of graphene and excellent properties is reported in the

present work.

1. Introduction

Shielding of electromagnetic (EM) waves in the microwave
frequency region has become an important necessity for the
proper functioning of electronic devices.1–5 Previously there has
been extensive use of metal based composites for potential EMI
shielding applications due to their very high conductivity and
hence capability to reect the incident EM waves. However,
their properties such as high weight, low rigidity, high envi-
ronmental sensitivity etc. have limited their use.1,6 The current
trend is the use of polymer based composites for EMI shielding

applications owing to advantageous characteristics such as
better compatibility, good exibility, light weight nature, low
cost etc1,7.

The distinctive properties of carbon based nanollers
(carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanobers (CNFs), graphene
oxide (GO) etc.) such as excellent conductivity and huge aspect
ratio have helped scientists/researchers universally to manu-
facture nanocomposites with enhanced electrical conductivity
and low percolation thresholds.5,8–10 Researchers have reported
that if a nanocomposite has a resistivity below 10 U sq�1 it can
be used as efficient electromagnetic interference (EMI)
shields.5,11

Researchers have stated that such resistivity values (high
conductivity) can be achieved by the formation of inter-
connected conductive networks by the incorporation of nano-
llers far beyond the electrical percolation threshold of the
material.12–15 It has been reported that even in the case of one
atom thick graphene which is supposed to be highly conductive,
a very high graphene content is required to make a polymer
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nanocomposite be conducting in nature.12 Liang et al. in 2009
reported an electromagnetic interference shielding efficiency
(EMI SE) of�21 dB for graphene/epoxy composites.16 An EMI SE
of 20 dB was achieved by Ling et al. even aer decreasing the
graphene content to 10 wt% for the polyetherimide graphene
system.12,17 Yan et al. however, incorporated a very high loading
(30 wt%) of graphene into a polystyrene matrix and reported
EMI SE values of 29.3 dB.12,18 Researchers have reported several
graphene based composite systems involving matrices like
polymethyl methacrylate,19 water borne polyurethane,20

phenolic21 etc. for potential EMI shielding applications.
However, the general consensus is that for a composite material
to show reasonable EMI SE (greater than or equal to 20 dB)
properties copious amounts of nanollers are to be added to the
matrix.12 The incorporation of high nanollers (graphene, CNT
etc.) however, may lead to very high cost of production and
processing difficulties.12 The signicance of conductivity and
percolation threshold on the EMI shielding ability of a given
material is still not well understood.22

Polypropylene is one of the most common thermoplastics
which has been reinforced with different types of bres and
llers over the past decades to yield composites with superior
properties.23 Researchers have recently showed the potential of
graphene based PP nanocomposites as an appealing material for
a number of practical applications owing to the enhanced
mechanical, electrical, thermal and barrier properties due to the
addition of graphene ller.23–31 Fabrication ofmaterials with good
strength and EMI shielding properties can be realized by the
addition of graphene into PP matrix.32,33 However, careful anal-
ysis of the literature reveals that studies pertaining to the
dielectric properties of PP/graphene system is very scarce.27

One of the major challenges in the preparation of PP/rGO or
GO composites is to achieve a homogenous and uniformly
dispersed graphene oxide in the PP matrix which is rather diffi-
cult owing to the weak interactions between these two.23 Melt
mixing technique is one of the most common methods for the
preparation of such materials and has been utilized by several
researchers for the preparation of PP/graphene compos-
ites.23,24,28,29,31 Melt mixing process has however, several disad-
vantages such as poor dispersion of graphene in the PP matrix at
very high loadings, risk of degradation of the polymer chains
during the process etc. In order to overcome these shortcomings
researchers have utilized the solution mixing process to fabricate
PP/graphene composites.26,34 However, solution mixing process
has a major drawback in the form of using toxic solvents (xylene,
in the case of PP matrix) which is harmful to both the user and
environment and also limits the use of this technology to a very
small scale.23 In recent times several researchers have utilized
a simple and environment friendly latex technology to produce
polymeric nanocomposites based on carbon nanotubes and
graphene.23,31,35 It has been claimed by these researchers that the
mixing of carbon nanotube/graphene dispersion in water with
a polymer emulsion will lead to composites with excellent ller
distribution and dispersion.23,31,35 Hsiao et al.36 reported nano-
composites based on graphene nanosheets with high electrical
conductivity and EMI shielding performance fabricated using
a waterborne polyurethane as the matrix. Similarly Song et al.31

reported the preparation of graphene/PP masterbatch using PP
latex technology and later mixed this masterbatch with a PP
matrix to improve its mechanical and thermal stability. More
recently, Wang et al.23 manufactured PP latex/in situ reduced
graphene oxide composites and studied their dielectric proper-
ties. However, inmost of the works where GOwas reduced in situ,
hydrazine hydrate was used as the reducing agent which is highly
toxic and ammable in nature thereby presenting danger to both
the user and the environment.31,37,38 Vitamin C or L-ascorbic acid
is non toxic in nature and is naturally used as a reducing agent in
living beings39–42 and also as a mild reductant in the laborato-
ries.39,43–46 Researchers like Zhang et al.39 and Andrijanto et al.47

have already reported the use of L-ascorbic acid as a reducing
agent to reduce graphene oxide to rGO at room temperature and
70 �C respectively. Zhang et al.39 reported that the use of L-
ascorbic acid to reduce GO has the added benet of L-ascorbic
acid acting out as a capping agent to reduce the agglomeration
tendency of reduced GO. Merino et al.48 had reported that among
the various reducing agents available only ascorbic acid can
compete with the conventional but toxic hydrazine hydrate in
terms of reducing ability to reduce GO to rGO.

In this article, the major objective is to in situ reduce GO via
a facile, cost efficient and green approach involving L-ascorbic
acid as the reducing agent with in PP latex matrix (aqueous
emulsion of PP); thus facilitating the efficient dispersion of rGO
in PP matrix even at high concentration which is rather difficult
in normal methods leading to PP/in situ reduced graphene oxide
nanocomposites with excellent EMI shielding and conductivity.
A careful study was done on the effect of rGO content on the
EMI shielding and dielectric properties of these composites.
Furthermore, this study also explored the effect of rGO content
on the thermal properties of the composite specimens.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials

An aqueous non-ionically modied polypropylene (PP) emul-
sion (Trade name: AQUACER 1868) stabilized by several SDS
(sodium dodecyl sulfate) like anionic surfactants and possess-
ing a maleic acid anhydride graed PP content of 40 wt%, �40
mPa s viscosity and a pH level of 9 was used as the polymer
matrix during this study and was supplied by BYK Additives &
Instruments. Graphene oxide was procured from United
Nanotech Innovations Pvt. Ltd, Bangalore, India with a purity of
>98%, average sheet thickness of around 0.8–2 nm and average
number of layers ranging from 3–10. L-Ascorbic acid was deliv-
ered by Sigma Aldrich (A92902). All the dispersions were
prepared using distilled water.

2.2 Preparation of in situ reduced graphene oxide
incorporated polypropylene composites

Graphene oxide was dispersed in water with a weight concen-
tration of 30 wt% using magnetic stirrer (speed 500 rpm and
time 10 minutes) at room temperature. In order to attain
uniformly mixed PP/GO dispersion the above mentioned GO
dispersed in water was mixed with PP latex thoroughly using
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a magnetic stirrer (speed 1000 rpm for 10 minutes) at room
temperature. To this mixture L-ascorbic acid dissolved in water
was added and stirred for 24 h at room temperature. In a typical
experimental setup to reduce (in situ) GO within the PP latex
emulsion, a 2 : 1 concentration of L-ascorbic acid was taken with
respect to the GO concentration. The mixture was then stirred
for 24 h at room temperature. The rGO concentration was varied
from 0–20 wt% (0–12 vol%) (0–0.12 Vf). A control reduction
experiment was performed to demonstrate the reduction capa-
bility of L-ascorbic acid. In this experiment all the chemicals
except PP latex was taken as mentioned above and reduction
process was performed for 24 h under the same conditions. The
rGO sheets precipitated out from the dispersion as the reduc-
tion process continued and nally aer 24 h the black solids
were collected aer centrifuging, dried and later analyzed using
FT-IR, UV-Vis, XPS, Raman, FE-SEM and TEM analysis.

The PP/rGO dispersion was then poured into a Petri dish and
kept in an air oven at 70 �C for 6 h to remove the water and other
volatiles. The dried PP/rGO granules were then washed several
times using distilled water to remove the ascorbic acid present
in the system. The wet PP/rGO grains on a Petri dish were then
kept in an air oven at 70 �C for 24 h to remove the water. To
further enhance the uniform dispersion of rGO in the PP matrix
and to wipe out any remaining moisture presence, the dried and
moisture free PP/rGO grains were passed through an internal
mixer (operating at 210 �C and 50 rpm speed for 5 minutes).
Compression moulding at 210 �C, 10 MPa pressure and 15 min
holding time was then utilized to prepare PP/rGO nano-
composites (2 mm thick) from the obtained PP/rGO lumps. The
preparation scheme for the PP/in situ reduced rGO nano-
composite is shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Characterization of reduced graphene oxide and PP/rGO
composites

Perkin Elmer Spectrum 400 FTIR spectrometer was used to
record the Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectra (FT-IR) of the
samples from 400 to 4000 cm�1. An Agilent Technologies Cary
Series UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer was used to record the
absorption spectra of the samples. Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) and Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) analysis was used to characterize the reduced
graphene oxide and its corresponding composites. A Nova

NanoSEM 450 operating at 10–20 kV was used for the FE-SEM
analysis of the samples. For FE-SEM analysis, rGO was taken as
such, however in order to understand the interfacial adhesion
between the matrix (PP) and reinforcement (rGO), a tiny piece of
the composite specimen was dipped in liquid nitrogen and then
fractured and used for FE-SEM analysis. A JEOL JEM-2010 at 200
kV was used to perform the TEM analysis of the samples. The
rGO sample was dispersed in water, casted on a standard TEM
grid and later dried for the TEM analysis. The composite sample
on the other hand, was cryomicrotomed to cut the sample and
cast on a TEM grid. Hioki 3532-50 LCRHitester was used to study
the dielectric properties (dielectric constant, ac conductivity etc.)
of the samples (10 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness, coated
with silver paste) with two probe method from 50 Hz to 5 MHz.
The EMI SE values of rGO/PP nanocomposites (2 mm thick) in
the X and Ku band regions of the microwave frequency was
carried out using a Vector Network Analyser (Agilent Model PNA
E8362B) employing the wave guide transmission technique. The
EMI SE values by means of absorption, reection and total
shielding can be estimated using the scattering parameters. A
TGA Perkin Elmer TGA 4000 was used to perform the thermog-
ravimetric analysis of the samples in nitrogen atmosphere over
a temperature range of 0–800 �C (heating rate 5 �C min�1). DSC
Netzsch DSC204F1 equipment was used to study the crystalliza-
tion and melting behavior of the composites using Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (temperature range: �30 to 250 �C and
heating rate 10 �C min�1). Raman spectra of the samples were
recorded using a Horiba Jobin Yvon LABRAM-HR 800 spectro-
graph employing a 632 nm Helium neon laser. X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS) of the samples was measured using
a Thermo Fisher Scientic ESCALAB X-ray Photoelectron Spec-
trometer employing a twin-crystal; micro-focused mono-
chromator with a 500mmRowland circle. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
studies were done using a PANalytical X'Pert PRO X-ray diffrac-
tometer from 2q values ranging from 05–60�.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 FT-IR, UV-visible, XPS, Raman spectroscopic and XRD
analysis

The FT-IR spectrum of graphene oxide and reduced graphene
oxide (ascorbic acid as the reducing agent) is shown as Fig. 2a.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the processing stages in the preparation of in situ reduced graphene oxide/PP nanocomposites. Part of the
image was drawn using https://www.chemix.org/.
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The spectrum of GO (Fig. 2ai) clearly shows all the characteristic
peaks of graphene oxide viz. the C–O stretching at 1037 cm�1,
C–O–C bending at 1218 cm�1, C]O stretching at 1734 cm�1

and most importantly the broad peak at 3350 and small peak at
1371 cm�1 corresponding to the –OH stretching vibration and

deformation respectively due to the C–OH groups in the
material.

The graphene oxide is then reduced using L-ascorbic acid
(mentioned in the experimental section) for 24 h and the FT-IR
spectrum is recorded (Fig. 2aii). The reduction of GO to rGO is
conrmed by the complete removal and reduction in intensities

Fig. 2 (a) FT-IR, (b) UV-Vis absorption and (c) and (d) XPS spectra of GO and rGO respectively. (e) XRD and (f) Raman spectra of GO, rGO and
rGO/PP nanocomposites. Inset of (b) shows GO and rGO suspensions with 0.2 mg ml�1 concentration.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30412–30428 | 30415
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of different peaks. The peaks centered at 1037, 1218, 1734 and
3350 cm�1 either disappeared completely or decreased in
intensity signicantly due to the elimination of oxygen con-
taining functional groups as a result of the reduction process. A
considerable decrease in the –OH peak (3350 cm�1) intensity is
observed due to the removal or conversion of oxygen containing
functional groups. However, it should be noted that –OH peak
has not completely disappeared indicating that some le over
oxygen functionalities still stay behind in the reduced graphene
oxide. The recovery of sp2 lattice structure is conrmed by
a strong band at 1629 cm�1.39,47 The reduction of GO to rGO was
also conrmed using UV-Vis spectroscopy (Fig. 2b). Graphene
oxide shows two characteristic peaks at 234 and 300 nm in the
absorption spectrum, both of which on reduction gradually
decays and vanishes aer 24 hours of reaction. A new absorp-
tion peak centered at 258 nm shows up in the rGO absorption
spectrum. The absorption intensity enhances for the reduced
sample considerably and based on previous reports might be
the indication of GO being reduced to rGO and the slow rein-
statement of aromatic structure in the system.39,49 The GO and
rGO aqueous solutions are shown in Fig. 2b inset and the
change in colour from brown (GO) to black (rGO) is also clearly
evident. Zhang et al.39 have stated that L-ascorbic acid has the
added advantage of stabilizing the aqueous rGO dispersion
without the help of other capping agents or surfactants. This
additional benet of L-ascorbic acid may assist in properly
dispersing the rGO sheets throughout the aqueous PP latex
emulsion. The photos of PP latex and PP/in situ reduced GO
mixture are shown as Fig. S1 (ESI†).

The conversion of GO to rGO was further evidenced by XPS,
XRD and Raman analysis. The C 1s XPS spectra of graphene
oxide (Fig. 2c) shows the characteristic peaks at 284.74, 286.86,
288.71 and 289.32 eV respectively corresponding to C]C/C–C in
aromatic rings, epoxy and alkoxy C–O, C]O and COOH groups.
However, aer reduction (Fig. 2d) the C 1s peak intensities of all
the carbons bound to oxygen especially the C–O (epoxy and
alkoxy), C]O and COOH peaks clearly diminish. This reduction
in intensity and disappearance of peak discloses the fact that
most of the oxygen containing functionalities in GO were
removed aer the reduction process.39 The X-ray diffractograms
of GO, rGO and PP/rGO nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 2e
The XRD of GO reveals the presence of a peak at around 10� (0
0 2 plane) clearly indicating the oxidized state of graphene
affecting the crystal structure.50 However, upon reduction the
sample reveals a broad peak centered at around 25� indicating
the reduction of GO leading to reduced graphene oxide nano-
sheets which may begin to stack up due to the strong van der
Waals forces.50 For PP latex, diffraction peaks at 14, 16, 17, 21.5,
26� has been reported by researchers like Song et al.31 and Fu
et al.37 The incorporation of rGO into PP latex matrix leads to
nanocomposites showing only the crystalline diffraction peaks
of PP matrix in the XRD spectra indicating that the rGO sheets
dispersed in the PP matrix is well distributed.31 Fu et al.37 have
stated that the absence of characteristic intense peaks at 10� or
27� corresponding to GO and graphite suggests that the
dispersion state of graphene is good in the matrix. However, the
peak shape and intensity change at 13.7, 16.8 and 18.0�

corresponding to (110), (040) and (130) planes respectively in
the presence of rGO denote that the existence of rGO affects the
crystallization behavior of the matrix to some extent.31 This
effect of rGO concentration on the crystallization of PP matrix is
later investigated using DSC analysis. Raman spectroscopy was
also used to further conrm the reduction of GO to rGO and to
evaluate the change in characteristic peak reections from
graphite to GO and nally to rGO. Graphite exhibits two char-
acteristic peaks namely the G band at around 1580 cm�1 and
the weaker of the two bands known as the D band at 1350 cm�1

which is also referred to as the defect band.31 The G band is due
to the sp2 hybridized graphitic domains whereas, the presence
of sp3 hybridized carbon and defects are the reason for the D
band in graphite.51,52 However, as evident from Fig. 2f GO on the
other hand has two bands (G and D) broadened and shied to
the higher wavenumber regions (1593 and 1356 cm�1) respec-
tively which is also accompanied by increased ID/IG values
(0.33). This has been reported to be due to the increase in defect
like amorphous domains and also to the seclusion of carbon
double bonds as a result of oxidation.31,53 The reduction of GO to
rGO leads to the G and D bands remaining broader than those
of pristine graphite however, the ID/IG values increases
dramatically to around 0.99. This increment in ID/IG values for
rGO compared to GO has been attributed to increased number
of aromatic domains of overall smaller size or due to the pres-
ence of defects in the crystal lattice as a result of reduction
process.31,54–56

The FT-IR spectrum of neat polypropylene and 20 wt% PP/
graphene oxide sample (before and aer reduction) is shown
as Fig. 3. For neat polypropylene (Fig. 3a) the characteristic
peaks of polypropylene are clearly visible. The symmetrical –CH
stretching from methyl group is the reason for the peak at
2951 cm�1 whereas, the peaks at 2917, 1456 and 1367 are due to
the asymmetrical –CH stretching, asymmetrical and symmet-
rical bending modes of methyl –CH bonds respectively. The
peak at 1251 cm�1 is ascribed to the various bending modes
(scissoring, rocking, wagging and twisting) of methylene group.
The FT-IR spectrum of unreduced PP/GO composite sample is
shown as Fig. 3c and contains the characteristic peaks of both
PP and graphene oxide. The broad peak at 3293 cm�1 is due to
the –OH stretching vibration of C–OH groups present in the
graphene oxide. Similarly, as a result of the addition of unre-
duced graphene oxide into PP matrix, the presence of carbonyl
groups (C]O stretching) and the presence of C–OH bending
modes is validated by the peaks at 1636 and 1546 cm�1

respectively.47

However, on in situ reduction of graphene oxide using L-
ascorbic acid to fabricate PP/rGO nanocomposites the reduc-
tion in oxygen containing groups is clearly observable
(Fig. 3b). The peaks at 1636 and 1546 cm�1 clearly diminish in
the case of reduced sample demonstrating the elimination of
oxygen containing functionalities present in GO. Most
importantly the intense broad peak at 3293 cm�1 due to –OH
stretching vibration clearly decreases in intensity pinpointing
the removal of oxygen functionalities. It should however, be
noted that the broad –OH peak has not totally vanished (only
reduced in intensity) indicating that some residual oxygen
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functionalities still remain on the surface of GO even aer
reduction.

The PP latex utilized during this study is maleic acid anhy-
dride graed PP and hence has the minute possibility of maleic
acid anhydride part of the PP matrix reacting with the remaining
–OH groups of the rGO. The proposed reaction mechanism is
shown in Fig. 4. The FT-IR spectrum of 20 wt% rGO lled PP
composite aer reduction shows a small peak at 1643 cm�1. This
might be due to the anhydride and carboxylic acid functionalities
produced as a result of the hydrolysis of esterication product of
the reaction between the residual –OH groups in rGO withmaleic

anhydride. This minute possibility of bonding between the
maleic anhydride parts of PP with rGO may lead to better and
efficient dispersion of graphene sheets between the PP chains.

3.2 Morphological characterization

FE-SEM analysis was employed to get a peek into the
morphology of rGO and PP/rGO composites. The FE-SEM
images of rGO and PP/rGO samples are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5a depicts the FE-SEM image of rGO sample and clearly
shows sheets of rGO stacked together with each other. Fig. 5b
on the other hand shows the FE-SEM image of neat poly-
propylene where the voids and pores on the surface are clearly
visible. However, on the addition of reduced graphene oxide to
this PP matrix a realistic uniform distribution of graphene in
the PP matrix can be observed clearly with extremely low
concentration of aggregation (Fig. 5c and d). This uniform
distribution of graphene throughout the PP matrix even at high
concentrations (20 wt%) of rGO leads us to believe that there is
some degree of interaction taking place between rGO and PP
matrix. Fig. 5(e) and (f) are the FE SEM images of PP/rGO
composites with 5 and 20 wt% rGO respectively at higher
magnication. Well dispersed sheet like structures of rGO is
clearly visible in both the images. Since both the matrix and
ller are being mixed in the solvent form itself, uniform mixing
of rGO within the PPmatrix will be achieved, possibly leading to
reduction of voids and pores in the nanocomposites.

3.3 Distribution of rGO in PP matrix

The distribution of rGO in the PP matrix was analyzed using
TEM (Fig. 6). The TEM image of rGO (Fig. 6a) clearly reveals thin

Fig. 3 FT-IR spectra of (a) neat PP, (b) PP/rGO sample after 24 h
reduction and (c) unreduced PP/GO sample.

Fig. 4 Proposed reaction between maleic acid anhydride grafted PP and rGO.
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Fig. 5 FE-SEM images of (a) reduced graphene oxide, (b) neat PP, (c) and (e) 5 wt% rGO filled PP composite and (d) and (f) 20 wt% rGO filled PP
composite.

Fig. 6 TEM images of (a) rGO and (e) SAED pattern of rGO, (b) and (f) 5 wt% rGO filled PP composite, (c) and (g) 10 wt% rGO filled PP composite
and (d) and (h) 20 wt% rGO filled PP composite. Images (f), (g) and (h) are HR-TEM images of the red circles in (b), (c) and (d) respectively.
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rGO sheets dispersed across the grid. The sheets at some places
appear to be folded, irregular and entangled with each other.
The SAED (selected area electron diffraction) pattern (Fig. 6e) of
rGO shows well dened diffraction spots which leads us to
conclude that the crystalline state of GO was re-established to
some extent.39 The TEM images of 5, 10 and 20 wt% rGO lled
PP latex composites are shown in Fig. 6(b), (c) and (d) respec-
tively. The low viscosity of PP latex (�40 mPa s) aids in the
formation of well dispersed rGO sheets throughout the PP
matrix as evidenced by the TEM images. Fig. 6(b)–(d) clearly
show the distribution of few layers rGO (blue circles) in the PP
matrix. The distribution of rGO in the PP matrix increases with
increasing rGO concentration and is clearly observable in the
TEM images. The magnication of the TEM images reveal rGO
sheets [Fig. 6(f)–(h)] with thickness of �10–20 nm distributed
uniformly throughout the PP matrix. This uniform distribution
of rGO throughout the PP matrix may facilitate the formation of
conductive networks or pathways in the composite. At very high
rGO concentration (20 wt%) extensive networks of closely
packed rGO sheets are clearly visible (Fig. 6h). The SEM and
TEM analysis of the rGO lled PP latex composites conclusively
showcases the uniform distribution of rGO sheets throughout
the PP matrix with good homogeneity. This uniform distribu-
tion of rGO sheets in the PP matrix is attained due to three
possible rationales: (a) PP dispersion/latex has a low viscosity of
�40 mPa s and hence the nanoparticle dispersion can be
uniformly and efficiently distributed using simple magnetic
stirring owing to kinetic factors,57 (b) the PP emulsion employed
in the current work is a water-based suspension of maleic
anhydride-graed isotactic polypropylene and has low tendency
for nanoparticle aggregation and facilitates uniform dispersion
and (c) the proposed reaction between rGO and maleic anhy-
dride part of PP may also facilitate the uniform distribution of
rGO in the PP matrix. It has been reported that the polarity of
maleic anhydride will most likely assist in uniform and efficient
dispersion of graphene oxide in the PP matrix.57,58

3.4 Thermal properties of PP/rGO nanocomposites

The thermogravimetric data of reduced graphene oxide and
rGO/PP composites with varying rGO content are shown in
Fig. 7. Reduced graphene oxide has good thermal stability and
shows only a small degradation peak at around 500 �C, and may
be due to the presence of small quantities of residual oxygen
groups present even aer reduction and other small defects.
The residue aer 800 �C is around 83% which depicts the good
thermal stability of rGO in nitrogen atmosphere. The degrada-
tion of polypropylene latex shows two stage decomposition with
the initial degradation probably due to moisture/water removal
followed by the major degradation point at around 400 �C and is
primarily attributed to the scission of saturated and unsatu-
rated carbon bonds present in the PP system.59 This degrada-
tion leads to the residue remaining for PP latex aer 800 �C
close to 0%. However, on incorporating thermally stable rGO
into PP latex, a part of the good inherent thermal stability of
rGO is transferred to the as prepared composites also, thereby
PP latex/rGO composites showcasing marginally improved
stability compared to that of neat PP latex. The residue
remaining for each sample depicts increasing residue % with
increasing rGO content. For 1.5 wt% PP/rGO sample the residue
is 1.01%, whereas for the 10 and 15 wt% samples the residue
remaining is 8.9 and 14.6% respectively. This provides us with
ample conrmation for the incorporation of rGO into PP latex
matrix. Several earlier reports on graphene based polymeric
nanocomposites have suggested that the incorporation of gra-
phene into polymeric matrices enhances the thermal stability of
the polymers to some extent only.31,60,61 The marginally
enhanced thermal stability of PP/rGO nanocomposites impar-
ted by the addition of thermally stable rGO into PP latex, is
clearly evidenced by the monotonous rise in initial degradation
(Ti) and marginal increment in maximum mass loss tempera-
tures (Tmax). The values of Ti, Tmax and residue le for PP latex
and PP latex/rGO composites are tabulated in Table 1.

This marginal increment in thermal stability for rGO lled
PP composites may be credited to the barrier effects of graphene
sheets just like that of clay planets.31 The increase of 20 �C in
initial degradation temperature between PP latex and 1.5 wt%
rGO/PP is similar to that of the increase reported by Song et al.31

wherein hydrazine hydrate was used as the reducing agent
rather than ascorbic acid. The differential scanning calori-
metric curves of crystallization and melting of in situ reduced
rGO/PP composites are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 TGA thermograms of reduced graphene oxide and rGO/PP
nanocomposites with varying rGO content.

Table 1 Ti, Tmax and residue left for neat PP and different composite
samples

Sample

Initial
degradation
temperature (Ti) (�C)

Maximum loss
temperature
(Tmax) (�C)

Residue
le (%)
at 800 �C

PP latex 338 473 0.00
1.5 wt% rGO/PP 358 476 1.01
10 wt% rGO/PP 367 473 8.90
15 wt% rGO/PP 368 473 14.6
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The crystallization temperatures of the rGO lled composites
are found to increase with increasing graphene concentration
(Fig. 8a). In all the samples both the onset crystallization and
crystallization temperatures followed an ascending trend with
increasing rGO content. For instance, the crystallization
temperature of PP lled with 20 wt% in situ reduced GO was
found to be 1.6 �C higher than that of neat polypropylene. The
effect of graphene content on crystallization is more obvious in
the case of onset crystallization temperature, wherein the
sample with 20 wt% rGO shows 2.2 �C increment compared to
that of neat PP. Zhao et al.62 have credited this improvement in
crystallization properties of PP with the addition of graphene to
the strong heterogeneous nucleation effect of graphene sheets.
The effect of graphene concentration on the onset crystalliza-
tion and crystallization temperatures of PP/rGO composites are
tabulated in Table 2. Nano materials are known to be efficient
nucleating agents and Fig. 8a evidently points to the capability
of graphene oxide sheets to speed up the crystallization process
of PP by making available abundant nucleation sites. The
vertical dashed line denotes the onset of crystallization
temperature for 20 wt% rGO lled PP composite and is
compared with the other samples in Table 2. It can also be
observed from Fig. 8a that with increasing rGO content the
crystallization (exothermic) curves became wider and shallower
in accordance with the work of Wakabayashi et al.63 where
graphite was used as the ller for PP matrix. This change in

peak shape may point to the conservative rather than progres-
sive increase in the crystallization rate. This nding is however,
contradictory to the ndings of Song et al.31 where PP latex/rGO
composite did not show such an effect. This discrepancy in the
crystallization behavior might be due to the difference in pro-
cessing methods. Song et al.31 used PP latex and employed
hydrazine hydrate for reducing GO followed by using this as
a master batch and adding to PP granules (matrix) for the
fabrication of composites. Whereas, in the present work PP
latex is used as the matrix and utilizes ascorbic acid as the
reducing agent to reduce GO.

The endothermic (melting behavior) of in situ reduced rGO/
PP latex nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 8b. The melting curve
of PP unmistakably exposes the double melting behavior (TM1 ¼
134.4 �C and TM2 ¼ 143.7 �C). This double melting behavior
however, slowly and steadily proceeds in the path of single
melting behavior with the addition of reduced graphene oxide.
The melting temperature 1 (TM1) gradually swings to higher
temperatures and nally overlaps with the second melting peak
(TM2) which is not clearly visible above 5 wt% rGO content. The
values of TM1 and TM2 for different samples are tabulated in
Table 2.

The obvious diminishing of double melting behavior for PP/
rGO system is clearly noticeable above 5 wt% rGO lled
composite and changes completely to a single peak at high rGO
concentrations of 15 and 20 wt%. Miltner et al.35 have reported

Fig. 8 Differential scanning calorimetric curves of (a) crystallization and (b) melting of PP/rGO nanocomposites with different rGO contents. The
arrow direction indicates increasing rGO content.

Table 2 Onset crystallization, crystallization, TM1 and TM2 temperatures for neat PP and rGO/PP composites

Sample Crystallization temperature (�C) Onset crystallization temperature (�C) TM1 (�C) TM2 (�C)

Neat polypropylene 102.0 110.2 134.4 143.7
0.7 wt% rGO/PP 102.0 111.1 134.4 144.0
1.5 wt% rGO/PP 102.1 111.0 136.0 145.0
5 wt% rGO/PP 102.3 111.7 136.1 145.2
10 wt% rGO/PP 102.5 111.0 135.2 Peak not visible
15 wt% rGO/PP 103.6 112.4 140.0 Peak not visible
20 wt% rGO/PP 103.6 112.4 140.0 Peak not visible
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that materials with polymorphism (a materials ability to exist in
more than one form or crystal structure) generally display
multiple melting point behavior. The change in equilibrium
between the two forms of PP (hexagonal and monoclinic) might
be the reason for this shi of TM1 to higher temperature region
and consequent vanishing of TM2 with increasing rGO content.
Hence it can also be concluded that rGO has the unique
potential to specically nucleate a particular polymorph of PP
than its counterpart, leading to the equilibrium shi. It is well
reported that shear induced crystallization or the presence of
nanoparticles can favour the crystallization of b form (hexag-
onal) of PP.64,65 Among these different types of nanoparticles
graphene and its derivatives have already been reported to
favour the b form (hexagonal) of PP during crystallization. Xu
et al.28 reported that even at very low concentrations of GO (0.5
and 1 wt%) the crystallization of b form was favoured by means
of shear amplication effect. Similarly Yuan et al.66 also
accounted that at 1 wt% addition of functionalized graphene
sheets the b form of PP was obtained. Hence, in the present

work it is quite understandable that at high concentrations of
rGO (20 wt%) the equilibrium between a (monoclinic) and
b (hexagonal) forms of PP shis to the b form predominantly.

3.5 Electrical conductivity studies of the composites

The dielectric constant (dielectric permittivity) and loss factor
values of PP/rGO nanocomposites at room temperature are
shown in Fig. 9 as a function of frequency with respect to
varying graphene content.

The real part of the complex dielectric permittivity is more
commonly referred to as dielectric constant or dielectric
permittivity (30) whereas the loss factor can be dened as the
amount of energy dissipated in a dielectric material.23 The
composite or any given material should have high dielectric
properties and conductivity in order to showcase good EMI
shielding behavior.57 Fig. 9a and b clearly depict that both the
dielectric constant and loss factor of PP/rGO composites
increases with increasing weight % of rGO content. For neat PP,
the dielectric constant at 102 Hz frequency is �150 which

Fig. 9 Effect of different rGO contents on the (a) dielectric constant and (b) loss factor of PP/rGO composites at room temperature as a function
of frequency.

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of microcapacitor formation in PP/rGO nanocomposites at (a) low rGO content and (b) high rGO content.
Blue dotted lines represent PP chains.
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decrease to around 34 at 107 Hz. However, in the case of 20 wt%
rGO incorporated PP composites the samples exhibit a dielec-
tric constant of around 10 219 at low frequency (102 Hz) which
decreases to �680 at higher frequencies (107 Hz). The very high
dielectric constant values for the PP/rGO composites indicate
that the dielectric permittivity of PP composites can be signi-
cantly enhanced by blending it with reduced graphene oxide.
The TEM images (Fig. 6) has shown that the conducting ller
(reduced graphene oxide) is well distributed throughout the PP
matrix. The exfoliated rGO layers predominantly appear to be
secluded by the insulating PP matrix leading to the creation of
large number of microcapacitor structures (Fig. 10) throughout
the PP/rGO composite, which in turn may give rise to increased
intensity of local electric eld.

Researchers have already conclusively reported that the
formation of large number of microcapacitor structures in
a given material will lead to a remarkable enhancement in the
dielectric constant of conducting ller/polymer composites at
the percolation threshold.23,67–69 The increased intensity of local
electric eld as a result of improved presence of microcapacitors
paves the way for enhanced migration and buildup of charge
carriers at the PP/rGO interface.23 During the microcapacitor
formation the few layers thick rGO sheets act as the electrode
material which is isolated by polypropylene which is an insu-
lator material. The formation of such microcapacitors increases
with increasing rGO content and results in increased dielectric
constant. The presence of large quantities of rGO in the PP
matrix leads to decreased space between the electrodes (Fig. 10)
in the microcapacitor thus aiding the total dielectric constant
value of the sample. The brisk decrease of dielectric constant
with increasing frequency (at low frequency regions) can be
explained on the basis of incapability of dipoles with huge
relaxation time to trail the quickly changing external eld.
However, when it comes to the MHz range this peculiar
behavior is halted due to the fact that the relaxation times of
dipoles in this regime is much lower compared to the applied
frequency.

The substantial increase in dielectric constant with
increasing rGO content can also be attributed to the polariza-
tion at the matrix (polymer) and ller (rGO) interface.57,70 This
type of polarization is referred to as Maxwell–Wagner Sillar
effect or interfacial polarization.57 A sharp increase (few orders
magnitude) in dielectric constant is observed above 1.5 wt%
rGO content, thus leading to the conclusion that for the present
system the percolation threshold is in between 1.5 and 3 wt%.
On attaining the percolation threshold the number of PP
(matrix) – rGO (ller) interfaces increases dramatically along
with increment in accumulation of charges at the interface thus
leading to very high interfacial polarization and hence showing
few orders magnitude increment in dielectric constant. Fig. 9a
also reveals that above the percolation threshold the dielectric
constant values of the samples more or less becomes frequency
dependent mainly at lower frequencies. The dielectric constant
values of 10, 15 and 20 wt% rGO lled samples clearly shows
a sharp decreasing tendency with frequency compared to that of
the samples with lower rGO contents. However, at very high
frequencies (at or above 106 Hz) this reliance on frequency

diminishes. The charge carriers present at the interface
undergoes constant motion at higher frequencies and is the
reason why at higher frequencies it remains more or less
same.71,72 This trend of dielectric constant with frequency can
also be attributed to two other factors namely, (a) lagging effect
of interfacial and orientational polarization with applied
external electric eld and (b) charge and molecular re-
orientation hindering the rapid change in applied external eld
direction.70,73

The dielectric loss (Fig. 9b) of PP/rGO composites also
showed the same tendency as that of the dielectric constant, the
loss values increased with increasing rGO content but
decreased with increasing frequency for all the samples. Above
the percolation threshold (i.e. between 1.5 and 3 wt%) dielectric
loss also showed a jump of few orders of magnitude for the
composites. The leakage current is the major factor that
controls the dielectric loss or loss factor of highly conducting
polymeric composites.23 With increasing conducting ller
content in polymer matrix based composite, once the percola-
tion threshold is reached the formation of conductive networks/
pathways takes place resulting in enhanced leakage current and
thereby dielectric loss. The formation of such conductive
networks/pathways in polymer composites due to the addition
of highly conducting ller contributes to higher dielectric loss
which in turn might aid the dissipation of electromagnetic
waves by absorption mechanism.57 The effect of rGO content on
the ac conductivity of PP/rGO composite systems as a function
of frequency with respect to different rGO content is shown as
Fig. 11.

The values increased with increasing rGO content with the
highest values being observed for 20 wt% rGO lled samples.
Neat PP and composite specimens with 0.7 and 1.5 wt% rGO
respectively demonstrated conductivity values in between that
of 10�7 to 10�6 S m�1 (insulating behavior) at 50 Hz frequency
and more importantly for all these samples the conductivity
increased with increasing frequency which is characteristic of
dielectric materials.22,74 On the other hand the sample with
3 wt% rGO content illustrated conductivity values in the range
of 10�4 S m�1 whereas the samples with 10, 15 and 20 wt% rGO
content showed conductivity values in the range of 10�2 and
10�1 S m�1 respectively. The important observation nonetheless
is that, in the samples with 3 and 5 wt% rGO the conductivity
was found to be independent of frequency until a frequency of
103 and 104 Hz respectively and aer which the values increased
with frequency. The DC conductivity values on the other hand
are dominated by the polarization of dipoles and a character-
istic feature of such polarization is this frequency independent
behavior.22,75 Composite specimens with 15 and 20 wt% rGO
content displayed frequency independent behavior throughout
the entire frequency range. It has been reported that the onset
of frequency independent performance is believed to be the
transition of a material from insulating to conducting
nature.22,76 Hence, this study reveals that for the present system
(PP latex/in situ reduced rGO composite) the percolation
threshold is in between 1.5 and 3 wt% of rGO. The dramatic
increase in conductivity above the percolation threshold can be
explained on the basis of formation of conductive pathways/
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networks throughout the system thus facilitating the current
transfer. It has already been reported that composites lled with
conductive llers show huge increase in conductivity values
above the percolation threshold due to the formation of
conductive networks and also due to the hopping mechanism
induced charge transfer.70 The different conducing mecha-
nisms taking place inside a heterogeneous composite material
before and aer the percolation threshold can be depicted as
shown in Fig. 12.

Polypropylene is an insulator and such materials show
hopping of electrons as the major charge transport mecha-
nism in it. On the addition of conducting ller like rGO with
its concentration below the percolation threshold, the forma-
tion of narrow conductive islands in the matrix along with
hopping contributes to the total conductivity (Fig. 12a).
However, the addition of rGO above the percolation threshold
results in the formation of extensive conductive networks or
pathways (Fig. 12b) throughout the system and supports the
conduction process for extended distances and contributes

sufficiently to the total conductivity. The conductivity above
the percolation threshold is also aided by inter-island hopping
mechanism. Below the percolation threshold the scarcity of
long range conductive pathways or networks restricts the
charge ow to only short distances and hence the conductivity
will be low. The formation of conductive pathways or networks
however, leads to long range metal like conduction thereby
increasing the conductivity values to a few orders of magni-
tude above the percolation threshold.

Size, shape, concentration, distribution etc. of the ller are
the major factors that govern the formation of conductive
networks/pathways in a given composite material.70 A signi-
cant advantage of graphene reported by scientists is that,
being a two dimensional material it assists in the process of
connecting with each other more effortlessly compared to
other conducting nanollers due to its huge aspect ratio and
hence the use of graphene based materials helps in attaining
low percolation thresholds for composites.23,77 However, it has
also been reported that on comparison, at the same ller
content CNT based composites have higher conductivity than
the graphene based counterparts due to the individual CNT
showing very low contact resistance.5 They also claim that
compared to 2D geometry of graphene sheets, the 1D geometry
of CNTs are more favorable towards the formation of
conductive networks.5 Al-Saleh, however has experimentally
proven that the intrinsic conductivity of graphene conductive
pathways or networks at high ller content is superior to that
of the CNT networks.5 A low percolation threshold of
conductivity can provide composites with many advantages
such as maintenance of its mechanical properties at low ller
loading, reduction in weight, low cost of production etc.
However, percolation threshold of conductivity only means the
amount of ller (wt% or vol%) required for the formation of
conductive networks wherein the conductivity values show few
order magnitude increment (For e.g. say from 10�7 to 10�4).
Even so, it has been extensively reported that for a material to
behave as an EMI shield it should possess even higher
conductivity values.78,79 Hence, for practical EMI shielding
applications the addition of rGO above the percolation
threshold may be required.

Fig. 11 AC conductivity variation of PP/rGO composites with varying
rGO content as a function of frequency.

Fig. 12 Proposed conducting mechanisms taking place in PP/rGO composites at (a) below percolation threshold and (b) above percolation
threshold.
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3.6 Electromagnetic interference shielding effectiveness of
in situ reduced rGO/PP composites

Conductivity, dielectric properties, dispersion state of the ller
in the matrix, aspect ratio and loading of the incorporated llers
are some of the major aspects that govern the electromagnetic
interference shielding effectiveness (EMI SE) of a given
composite/nanocomposite. Good dielectric behavior and
conductivity can be accomplished by means of incorporating
highly conducting ller.57,80 The EMI SE of a given material can
be determined using the S parameters (S11, S12, S22, S21). In
materials with an EMI SE value of �10 dB, researchers have
claimed that the major mechanism in such a system consists of
absorption and reection and in such cases multiple reections
can be neglected. The S parameters can be utilized to calculate
the SER and SEA values using the following equations:5

SEA ¼ 10 log10

"
1� jS11j2
jS12j2

#
(1)

SER ¼ 10 log10

2
4 1�

1� jS11j2
�
3
5 (2)

where SEA and SER are the shielding effectiveness due to
absorption and reection respectively. On estimating EMI SE of
a material using vector network analyzer the scattering param-
eters S11 and S12 are referred to as forward reection and reverse
transmission coefficient respectively.57 In addition to the above
mentioned calculations the S parameters S11 and S12 can also be
used to calculate the reected, absorbed and transmitted
powers using the following equations:5

R ¼ |S11|
2 ¼ |S22|

2 (3)

T ¼ |S12|
2 ¼ |S21|

2 (4)

A ¼ 1 � R � T

where R, T and A are the reected, transmitted and absorbed
powers respectively.

Electromagnetic interference shielding effectiveness (EMI
SE) is a thickness dependent property22,81 and throughout the
course of this work samples with thickness of 2 mm was
prepared and studied. The EMI SE values of in situ reduced rGO/
PP nanocomposites with respect to rGO content over the X and
Ku band regions are presented in Fig. 13.

The EMI SE values of PP/rGO composites clearly expose its
frequency independent behavior over a broad frequency range
(8–18 GHz). For neat PP the EMI SE value over X band was
approximately 0.5 dB whereas over Ku band it was �0.3 dB.
However, on addition of conducting ller like rGO the EMI SE
values increased considerably over both the X and Ku band
regions. The highest EMI SE values were shown by 20 wt% rGO
lled samples (�50 dB over X band and �48 dB over the Ku
band respectively). The substantial increase in the EMI SE
values of rGO lled PP samples may be the result of extensive
conductive networks/pathways being formed with increasing
rGO content. It can be observed that for the same sample the
EMI SE values at two different bands (X and Ku) are dissimilar,
this peculiarity has been reported by several researchers
wherein the same sample will show different EMI SE values at
different bands.22 The increased EMI SE values with increasing
rGO content can also be attributed to (a) the continuity of the
conductive networks/pathways being formed in the system
increases with increasing rGO content and (b) the chance of
formation of thick conductive interfaces between the PP multi-
facets facilitating the enhanced EMI SE as a result of strong
interaction with the EM waves.12 For practical commercial
applications an EMI SE value of 20 dB equivalent to 1% of
transmittance is required and can be achieved by conductivity

Fig. 13 EMI SE values of PP/rGO composites with different rGO content over (a) X and (b) Ku bands of the microwave frequency region.
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of around 1 S m�1.57,70 This 20 dB EMI SE value was achieved
using 5 wt% rGO itself. The present study without a doubt
divulges that PP latex/in situ reduced rGO composites have the
ability to meet the stringent conditions for its possible
commercial applications. In order to show a relationship
between the electrical conductivity and EMI shielding of
a material the conductivity values at 1200 Hz and the EMI SE
values of the samples at X (10 GHz) and Ku (15 GHz) bands are
plotted against rGO content and is shown in Fig. 14.

The EMI SE and conductivity values do not show any
signicant improvement upto 1.5 wt% rGO content. However,
above 1.5 wt% rGO content which is the percolation threshold
in this case, both the conductivity and EMI SE values showcase
noteworthy improvement. Hence it can be concluded that
a major criterion to achieve good EMI shielding behavior for
polymer composites is that the conducting ller content should
be well above the percolation threshold. Numerous conducting
pathways and microcapacitors will be created above the perco-
lation threshold which may aid in attenuating the EM waves
properly.22 Kumar et al.22 have also claimed that a minimum
conductivity of 10�4 S cm�1 for a given material will yield good
EMI shielding behavior. Increased conductive pathways and

microcapacitors above percolation threshold will lead to large
number of nomadic charge carriers and/or electric or magnetic
dipoles that can interact with EM waves24 thereby increasing the
EMI shielding efficiency.22,82 Table 3 shows a comparative
analysis of recently reported EMI SE values of graphene lled
polymer composites. The values in Table 3 evidently demon-
strate that the present method to in situ reduce graphene oxide
within the PP latex matrix during the mixing stages itself yields
excellent properties to the resulting composite. Moreover, the
current work proposes a green and economical route for the
preparation of PP/rGO composites wherein ascorbic acid
(vitamin C) is used as the reducing agent and aqueous medium
is used during the entire processing stages.

3.7 Electromagnetic interference shielding effectiveness
mechanism

The contribution of absorption and reection towards total
shielding effectiveness at two different frequencies for both X
and Ku bands was plotted against the rGO content (Fig. 15) to
understand the EMI shielding mechanism of the prepared PP/
rGO composites. It can be clearly observed that in both the X
and Ku bands the absorption contribution is much higher
compared to that of the reection counterpart, in spite of
varying rGO concentration. For e.g. at 9.2 GHz (X-band) the
absorption contribution is �43 dB whereas, the reection
contribution is only �8 dB for 20 wt% rGO lled sample. In
general the average contribution of absorption and reection
towards total shielding effectiveness in the X and Ku bands are
�80–85 and �15–20 respectively. The above mentioned results
clearly point to the fact that in PP/rGO system the primary
shielding mechanism is absorption with not so little contribu-
tion from reection also. It can be inferred that the present
composites can be utilized as effective EM absorbers. Scientists
have already established that for an EMI shielding material to
showcase good EM absorption property it should possess high
conductivity and high permeability.22 It has also been stated
that changes in absorption contribution to total EMI SE will be
more distinct than the reection contribution with increasing
electrical conductivity.22 This point is evident from our study
wherein the samples with high conductivity demonstrate very

Fig. 14 EMI SE values at X and Ku bands plotted together with ac
conductivity at 1.2 kHz against different rGO contents.

Table 3 Recent trends in the area of EMI SE of polymer/graphene composites

Composite Filler content wt (%) [vol%] {Vf} Thickness (mm) EMI SE (dB) Ref.

PP/rGO 20.0 [12] {0.12} 2.0 50 (X band) Present work
48 (Ku band)

PP/graphene nanosheets 20.0 0.5 13.0 (S band) 83
PP/graphene nanoplatelets 10.0 1.0 19.0 (X band) 33
PU/graphene nanosheets 0.12 Vf 0.05 14 (X band) 84
Epoxy/functionalized graphene 15 — 21 (X band) 16
PS/rGO 3.47 vol% 2.5 45 (X band) 12
PVDF/graphene decorated with
graphene quantum dots

2 — 37 (X band) 85

PS/sulfur doped rGO 7.5 vol% 2.0 24.5 (Ku band) 86
PEI/graphene 10 2.3 20 (X band) 17
PS/functionalized graphene sheets 30 2.5 29 (X band) 18

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30412–30428 | 30425
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high absorption contributions to total EMI SE. EMI shielding
materials with good absorption contribution has the potential
for applications in stealth by attenuating the EM waves to heat
which is then dissipated by the shielding material possessing
good thermal conductivity.22 In short, a simple green approach
was utilized to fabricate PP/in situ reduced graphene oxide
nanocomposites with the potential to be employed as effective
EM absorbers.

4. Conclusions

PP/in situ reduced rGO nanocomposites was successfully fabri-
cated with exceptional rGO dispersion state via latex technology
by means of simple magnetic stirring and L-ascorbic acid as the
green reducing agent. The reduction of GO to rGO was
conrmed using FT-IR, UV-visible, Raman and XPS spectros-
copy. XRD was utilized to gain insight into the exfoliation state
of rGO within the PP matrix. FE-SEM and TEM analysis was
used to analyze the morphology and dispersion state of rGO in
the PP matrix and were found to be uniformly distributed
throughout the matrix. These results obviously point to the fact
that the employed latex method (matrix in liquid form)
combined with the in situ reduction via a green approach has an
important part in homogenously dispersing the rGO sheets in
the PP matrix which is otherwise rather very difficult to achieve
at high ller loadings. The as prepared nanocomposites show-
case excellent electrical properties (dielectric constant and ac
conductivity) with a percolation threshold in between 1.5 and
3 wt%. The enhanced ac conductivity of the composites with
increasing rGO content leads them to display excellent EMI
shielding capability. The obtained EMI SE values of 50 and 48
dB for X and Ku bands respectively for the PP/rGO composites
(2 mm thick) are one of the best among contemporary works
where GO was used as the ller. The present PP/rGO system can
be utilized as efficient EM absorbers because of the absorption
mechanism dominating the reection part. The prepared
nanocomposites exhibited marginally improved thermal

stability with increasing rGO content. The nanocomposites also
exhibited increment in crystallization and onset crystallization
temperatures due to the nucleating ability of rGO. The melting
behavior on the other hand, changed from double melting
performance to single melting due to the ability of rGO to
specically nucleate a particular polymorph of PP (b or hexag-
onal form). A green, low cost and effective approach to prepare
rGO lled polymer composites with outstanding dispersion
state of graphene nanosheets in the polymer matrix is proposed
in this work. These prepared nanocomposites can be used as
master batches which can be efficiently mixed with other poly-
mers to prepare blends or can be mixed with PP granules itself.
The as prepared polymer/rGO nanocomposites will have the
potential to be used as novel dielectric and EMI shielding
materials.
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Highly lithium ion conductive, Al O  decorated electrospun P(VDF-TrFE) membranes for
lithium ion battery separators

Bicy K.,    Shruti Suriyakumar,    Anu Paul P.,    Anu A. S.,    Nandakumar Kalarikkal,     Arul Manuel Stephen,    Geethamma V. G.,

  Didier Rouxel*   and  Sabu Thomas  *   

Abstract

Electrospun battery separators have drawn considerable attention due to their high porosity,

surface area, and electrochemical performance. In this paper, a novel Al O  nanoparticle

decorated poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) membrane was fabricated by

the electrospinning technique. Both P(VDF-TrFE) and Al O  are well known for their excellent

properties, like mechanical strength, piezoelectric nature, thermal stability etc., and the

electrospun membrane was prepared by combining the excellence of these two materials. The

physical properties of P(VDF-TrFE) and the influence of nanoparticles on the physical properties

were evaluated by morphological, thermal, XRD and FT-IR analysis. SEM and TEM analysis shows

that the nanoparticles increase the fiber diameter and are located on the surface as well as in the

bulk of the fiber. XRD studies reveal that the nanoparticles were localized at the inter-planar

spacing of the polymer chains. The melting temperature of P(VDF-TrFE) is increased by the

addition of Al O  nanoparticles, and all the prepared membranes exhibit superior thermal and

dimensional stability compared to the Celgard 2320 separator. The prepared membranes were

explored as a lithium-ion battery separator by characterizing their wettability, electrolyte uptake, %

porosity, ionic conductivity and charge–discharge performance. The high porosity (>80%) of
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CHAPTER 1

Electrical Spinning to Electrospinning: a Brief History

K. Ghosal, C. Agatemor, N. Tucker, E. Kny and S. Thomas

Fine fibers made by electrostatic force have been discussed, investigated, and patented since the

late 18th century. However, until the 1980s, potential applications for such fibers were restricted

by various technological limitations. In 1995, Doshi and Reneker reworked and simplified the

electrical spinning process. This book begins with this journey, and describes how the invention

fueled applications. It also presents a short account of the current status of electrospinning in

diverse fields of application.
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Selected aryl thiosemicarbazones as a new class of multi-targeted monoamine oxidase
inhibitors†
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Abstract

A series of 13 phenyl substituted thiosemicarbazones (SB1–SB13) were synthesized and evaluated

for their inhibitory potential towards human recombinant monoamine oxidase A and B (MAO-A and
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Abstract

Recurrent prosthesis fracture and microbial contamination of the tissue bed or

prosthetic materials remain the major clinical challenge for successful

intraoral/faciomaxillary rehabilitation. Biocompatible and bio�lm-resistant silver

nanoparticle (AgNPs) based on poly(methyl methacrylate) was successfully

developed by a compression-molding technique. The AgNP-loaded PMMA were

characterized using TEM, SEM, FT-IR and XRD analysis. The nanocomposites were

found to be biocompatible and bio�lm-resistant against Streptococcus mutans and

Candida albicans. Mechanical performance of the nanocomposite was statistically
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